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PREFACE 

This is the report of the project "Software implementatie 

voor het fitten van data aan e-machten'' (Software implementation 

of fitting data with a sum of exponentials), which was ordered by 

Philips (Natuurkundig Laboratorium) to the Instituut Wiskundige 

Dienstverlening Eindhoven at the Technische Universiteit Eindhoven 

at March 9., 1990. 

THE PURPOSE OF THE PROJECT 

The project description in the contract was (free translated 

from Dutch) : 

The project stems from a technique by which the frequency 

of an oscillator crystal is made to be (nearly) 

independent of temperature. In this technique one has to 

set some currents at values, which are to be obtained from 

a fitting procedure. This procedure relies on a known 

formula for the frequency as a function of the 

temperature, with the values of the currents as 

parameters. This formula can be written as a sum of 

exponentials. In the project a Pascal program will be 

written which performs the fitting procedure. In the first 

instance the line pointed out in the note "Een toepassing 

veer het fit ten van data aan e-machten" of J. J. Rusch 

will be followed. The mathematical core of the fitting 

procedure is described in "The fit of a sum of 

exponentials to noisy data" of P. de Groen and B. de Moor. 

In this article two possibilities are presented. It will 

be checked whether both formulae yield similar results. 

The input and output of the program shall be made as 

simple as possible. Besides of the obtained estimates only 

a measure for the variation in the fit and an error 

parameter, which shows if the numerical algorithm has 

worked correctly, will be returned. 

The note of Rusch and the article of Groen are [6] and [2] in the 
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references. The content of this report is about my work with the 

project during two and a half month from the beginning of March 

1990. 

ABOUT THE CONTENT AND THE CONCLUSIONS OF THE REPORT 

Chapter 1 gives a detailed description of the origin of the 

problem: frequency control in crystals used in pocket telephones. 

In chapter 2 the mathematical description of the problem is given. 

To treat the mathematical problem knowledge of the problem of 

fitting data to a sum of exponentials is necessary. Chapter 3 

gives the mathematical theory of that problem including a survey 

of most of the known methods to solve the problem. The method of 

Pieter de Groen is treated in some detail, because it is the one 

used in this project. The way to calculate a solution suggested by 

Rusch is given in chapter 4. It uses the method of de Groen. 

Chapter 5 describes the implementation of the method of de Groen 

in the routine EquiExpoFit, and in chapter 6 the implementation of 

the sol uti on by Rusch as routine FVTFi t is given. Finally, in 

chapter 7 the results of testing the implementations are 

described, and conclusions drawn. 

The conclusions are negative: it is not possible to use the 

method of de Groen to obtain settings in the chip which keep the 

frequency nearly constant, that is to fit the measurements with a 

sum of exponentials. The reason is, that the data is not close 

enough to a sum of exponentials. 

In chapter 8 an alternative approach to the problem of the 

project is described. 

SHORT ABOUT THE SCHEDULE OF THE WORK 

I got this project in the beginning of March, 1990 and I 

shall now give a short summary of the schedule. 

I started to do a literature study of the mathematical 

problem of fitting data to a sum of exponentials by using the 
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references in [2] in the first 3 weeks. At the same time I also 

studied some numerical analysis (in [7]), because I had a very 

limited background knowledge in that topic. I then turned to a 

detailed study of the note [6] of Rusch and the article [2] of de 

Groen and de Moor. 

In the beginning of April I had implemented the method of de 

Groen using both algorithms given in (2] and ran test examples on 

simulated data. The test examples showed, that the algorithm only 

works on data close to a sum of exponentials. At that stage it was 

not supposed to be a problem. 

Just before Easter drs. Jtirgen J. Rusch visited the institute 

and saw the results reached. We discussed the further schedule, 

and after Easter (April 19) there was a meeting at the Philips 

Physics Laboratory with drs. Jtirgen J. Rusch, ing. Jan w. Ooijman 

(from the Philips Components Doetinchem, where the chips are 

produced), ing. Jos Veens, ESI, Leiderdorp (who should take care 

of the final installation), my supervisor dr. Jaap Molenaar and 

me. At the meeting my results were discussed and the exact form of 

the interface between my routine and the program of Veens were 

prescribed. 

In the beginning of May I received data sets from Ooijman to 

test the nearly finished routine. The results were disappointing: 

the used algorithm could not work on any of the datasets. 

The rest of May was used to write this report. I also made 

the original program of Ooijman faster by using mathematical 

knowledge of the actual function, but this work is not completely 

finished. 
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1. THE PROBLEM: FREQUENCY CONTROL IN CRYSTALS 

1.1. THE ORIGIN OF THE PROJECT: POCKET TELEPHONES. 

Philips has started the development of a pocket telephone, 

because it is supposed that in a few years there will be a market 

for them. 

The major demand will probably be in large companies 

(railwaystations, universities etc.) where it should be possible 

to get easy contact to the employees, and where the employees are 

not working at the same place all the time, but are at different 

locations during their work. Today walkie-talkies are used at some 

of these places. 

A pocket telephone can, of course, not be connected to the 

telephone network by wires, but is in contact with it through 

radio signals. The range is only a few kilometres, because the 

power is supplied by batteries, and also because no longer range 

is allowed by the authorities. 

1.2. DEMAND: KEEP THE FREQUENCY CONSTANT 

The transmission frequency of the radiosignals in the pocket 

telephone is generated by an oscillation crystal. The temperature 

of the telephone is not constant. The temperature changes can be 

due to e.g. heating by carrying the telephone in a pocket or 

because people use it both inside and outside. Temperature 

variation changes the size of the crystal slightly, at which the 

generated frequency is changed. This is a problem, because every 

telephone has its own allowed frequency interval, which is quite 

small. 

In figure 1 the typical form of the variation of . the 

frequency F (T) produced by the crystal as a function of the 
x-tal 

temperature is shown. The data are from [6]. 

Normally the variation of the frequency in the temperature 

range from -40° to 80° is around 20-40 p.p.m. (parts per million) 

and the frequency of the crystal is around 10 MHz. (The crystal 
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shown in figure 1 is then quite good!) 

variation is in the most cases of 1.5 p.p.m. 

The allowed frequency 

(that is 15 Hz if the 
frequency is 10 MHz). 

The problem is now to reduce the variations of the frequency 

to that smaller interval. 

401,---------------------,-----------------------------------------------~ 

30 

20 

10 

-10 

-20 I 

~::1 : I 
-se , , • , 1,,,, f,,,, 1,,,,,,,,, t,,,, r,,,, t,,, t 1,, 1, 1,,,, 1,,,, 1,,,, 1,,,, 

-4e -se -2e -1e e 10 20 30 40 se 6B 1e sa sa 

Temperature !deg. Cl 

Figure 1. The variation of the crystal frequency as a function of temperature. 
The dashed linies marked the area of allowed variation with 1.5 ppm. 
The zero line is the frequency at 25 degrees: 9 600 041.8 Hz. 

1.3. THE SOLUTION: COMPENSATION ELECTRONICS 
The chosen solution of this problem is to build a 

electronical device, which compensates the variation. The 

electronics and the crystal are build together and produced as a 

chip. 
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The used integrated circuit (IC) produces a compensation 

voltage, which depends on the temperature T as: 

V (T) = 
comp 

b (exp (-K C ilT) - exp (K C ilT) 
neg 2 pos 2 

+ C (K + K + K ) ilT) 
2 pos neg lin 

( 1. 1) 

where b, C
2 

and T
0 

are IC-constants and 

ilT = T - T (1.2) 
0 

K
11

.n' K and K can be set to different values in a certain 
neg pos 

range by a technique called laser trimming. The compensation 

voltage v (T) changes the frequency by the amount: 
comp 

~F (T) = V (T) S (T) (1. 3) 
comp 

where S(T) depends on the temperature. Setting T = T
0 

in (1.1) we 

get: 

V (T) = 0 (1.4) 
comp 0 

so the IC can not compensate at the temperature T
0

• However, it is 

also possible to apply a constant voltage independent of the 

temperature in addition to V (T) to the crystal. Because of 
comp 

(1. 3) a constant voltage will shift the frequency at the whole 

temperature range with a constant term. 

Even though the variation of the 

is not exactly of the form (1.1), the 

the variation can be reduced to the 

crystal frequency F (T) 
x-tal 

experience has shown that 

small frequency interval 

required 

opposite 

The 

by a voltage of that form (that is the deviation with 

sign can be represented or fitted by V ) . 
comp 

problem is now to choose the value of the IC settings of 

K . , K and K minimizing the variation in the frequency. 
l1n neg pos 

An important remark about the deviation is as follows: on the 

final components the frequency at the temperature 

T (1. 5) 
norm 

has to be printed together with the maximum absolute deviation 

from that frequency in the temperature interval from -40° to 80° 

c. It means, that the deviation has to be zero at 25° and we have 

to minimize using the maximum norm. 
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1.4. THE PATH LEADING TO THIS PROJECT 

At the moment the method used in the production has been a 

kind of trial and error. First, values of K . , K and K with 
l1n neg pos 

steps of e.g. 20 mV (millivolt) are chosen and in each case the 

deviation is calculated. Around the value, which gives the 

smallest deviation, the procedure is repeated with stepsize 10 rnV 

and so on. This method is not very fast and may find a wrong 

minimum of the deviation. 

Because of these problems the factory at Doetinchem, where 

the chips are produced, wanted, if possibly, a computer program, 

which could calculate the optimal settings. That problem was given 

to the Philips Physics Laboratory at Eindhoven. There, Jtirgen J. 

Rusch worked on it resulting in the note [6]. It was then decided 

to let the Technische Universiteit Eindhoven implement the 

solution, and that led to this project. 

A final remark: it has not been questioned in the project, 

whether another kind of functional form of the compensation 

voltage could make a better fit to the variations of the crystal 

frequency. It is primary because the electronics producing the 

mentioned compensation voltage already has been developed. 
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2. MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION 

2.1. THE EQUATIONS 

Without any electronics at all the crystal produces the 

frequency F (T) . In figure 2 is shown how a integrated circuit 
x-tal 

(IC) is connect to the crystal. The IC acts on the crystal with a 

compensation voltage V (T) given by (1.1). 
comp 

:lin3 IC 
neg 

K 
pos 

crystal 
v F 

tot comp 

Figure 2. The crystal with the IC. 

Due to the compensation the frequency is changed to: 

F (T) = F (T) + bF (T) 
tot x-tal 

(2. 1) 

where flF(T) is given by equation (1.3). Subtraction of (2.1) with 

T = T from (2.1) as it stands and using (1.4) gives 
0 

l1F (T) = bF (T) + S (T} V (T) 
tot x-tal comp 

(2.2) 

where the A means the difference with respect to the values at T
0

, 

e.g.: 

AF (T) = F (T) - F (T ) 
tot tot tot 0 

(2. 3) 

V has to be determined such that bF (T) is minimized. 
comp tot 

Through some additional electronics it is possible to add a 

control voltage to the compensation voltage. The situation is 

shown in figure 3. 

K 
1 i n crystal 

K 
neg 

IC v 
comp 

F 
tot 

K 
pos 

Figure 3. The electronical device with controlvoltage. 
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The idea is to find the control voltage at each temperature 

Tj which keeps the total frequency constant. 

The total frequency is now changed by: 

bF tot old (T) = S (T) (V (T) + A(T) V (T)) 
comp_old c 

+ .aF (T) 
x-tal 

(2. 4) 

where the index 'old' indicates, that this compensation voltage 

corresponds to the default settings of K . , K and K , which 
l~n neg pos 

we will denote as K , K and K As mentioned 
lin old neg old 

the default settings are always different from zero. Formula {2.4} 

is the general VTCXO formula (Voltage depending on Temperature 

Controlling crystal (X-tal) Oscillations) . 

A(T) is called the attenuation. It is the factor by which the 

control voltage has to be multiplied to be able to add it to the 

compensation voltage. The physical reason for A(T) is, that the 

control voltage has to pass through some electronics before it 

reaches the point where it is added to the compensation voltage as 

shown on figure 3. Also this electronics is dependent on the 

temperature. The attenuation is good approximated by: 

A (T) = A (1 + A (T - T ) ) 
chuck TC chuck 

(2. 5) 

where A , A and T are constants which can be measured. 
chuck chuck TC 

Normally A is very 
TC 

small or zero. 

The derivation of (2.4) supposes V (T ) = 0, but in practice 
c 0 

this is not the case. If v (T ) ~ 0, 
c 0 

(2.4) is replaced by: 

bF 
1 

(T) = S (T) (V (T) + A(T) .av (T)) 
tot o d comp_old c 

+ .aF (T) 
x-tal 

c 
replaced by .av ) • 

c 
It is not totally (that is v is 

(2. 6) 

correct, 

because we should have added the term -A (T
0

) S (T ) V (T ) to the 
0 c 0 

righthandside of (2.4), but because A and S vary only slightly on 

the temperature, (2.6) is used. 

Now we look for new settings K , K and K 
lin_new neg_new pos_new 

which minimize the variation of the the frequency without the 

control voltage. From (2.2) we have 
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ilF (T) = JlF (T) + S (T) V (T) 
tot_new x-tal comp_new 

(2. 7) 

We search for settings such that ilF (T) is minimal. 
tot_new 

2. 2. MEASUREMENTS 

Suppose now, that we have a series of measurements 

(T ,V (T.)), j = 1,2, ..• ,m of corresponding temperatures and 
j c J 

control voltages, which keeps 

JlF (T) = 0 
tot_old 

( 2 • 8) 

Elimination of JlF (T} from (2. 6) and (2. 7) , dividing by S (T) 
x-tal 

and using the equations (2.8) yield: 

JlF (T)/S(T} = V (T) -
tot new comp_new 

(V (T) + A (T) JlV (T)) 
comp_old c 

( 2. 9) 

Because S (T} varies only slightly on temperature, we minimize 

ilF (T)/S(T) instead of JlF (T). 
tot_new tot_new 

The IC-constants b, C and T are known as well as K , 
2 0 lin old 

K and K , 
neg old pos old 

which can be measured by lasertrimming. It 

is -then possible to calculate V (T) . To calculate JlV (T ) 
comp_old c j 

we have to know v (T ) . Normally one of the T is close to T and 
c 0 j 0 

the value can be obtained by interpolation. Because the 

attenuation is also known the expression in the parentheses on the 

righthand side in (2.9) is known for all the temperatures T., j = 
J 

1,2, •.. ,m. The problem can now be stated as: 

Given IC-constants b, C
2 

and T
0

, attenuation 

constants A , T and A 
chuck chuck TC 1 and old 

settings K 1 K and K • Let 
lin old neg old pos_old 

v (T ) be a- series - of measurements at 
c i 

temperatures T , j = 1, 2 I ••• , m, which keep the 
j 

total frequency constant (AF ld(Tj) = 0). 
tot o 

Find new 

K such 
pos_new 

points (T , 
j 

1,2, ... ,m. 

settings K , K 
lin_new neg_new 

and 

that v (T) fits to the 
comp_new 

V (T ) + A (T ) 
comp_old j j 

JlV (T ,)) , 
c J 

j = 
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By fitting we mean 

max IV (T.}- (V (T.) + A(T) t:N (T.))j 
. comp_new J comp_old J j c J 
J = 1 .. m 

(2.10) 

is minimal under the condition, that the deviation at 25° C 

vanishes: 

V (T ) = V (T ) + 
comp_new norm comp_old norm 

+ A (T ) fN (T ) 
norm c norm 

2.3. NOTATION 

For convenience we introduce the observation function: 

Q(T) := V (T) + A(T) lN (T) 
comp_old c 

and the fitting function: 

H(T) := V (T) 
comp_new 

where 

b = -K c c = b exp(-b T ) 
1 neg_ new 2 1 1 0 

b = K c2 c = -b exp(-b T ) 
2 pos_new 2 2 0 

« = b C (K + K + K ) 
2 lin new neg_new pos_new 

The problem can now be stated as: 

Find the values of b
1

, b
2

, c
1

, c
2 

and « so that 

max I H (T.) - Q (T.) I 
. 1 J J J"' •• m 

is minimal under the condition 

H (T ) = Q (T ) 
norm norm 

12 
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(2.14) 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 
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3 . FITTING DATA WITH A SUM OF EXPONENTIALS 

In this chapter I will give a survey of methods to fit data 

with a sum of exponentials in general, and treat the method given 

in [2] in some details. 

3.1. HISTORY 

A general formulation of the problem is: 

Given measurements yj, j = 1,2, ... ,m of a 

function y in the different points xj, j = 
1, .• ,m (such that Y. = y(x.)). Find b , ... ,b e 

J J 1 n 

IR and c , .•• , c e IR such that the function 
1 n 

n 

f(x) = E c. exp(b.x) 
l l 

i=l 

minimizes 

( 3 .1) 

(3.2) 

Here ~·II is a given norm, for example the euclidean one. A 

necessary condition is 

n > 2m ( 3. 3) 

because else there are less measurements than parameters. 

The problem was first considered by de Prony in 1795. Since 

then a lot of methods have been developed. Some of them are 

variations of de Pronys method and some of them are also 

applicable if complex exponents and coefficients are allowed. We 

are only interested in the case of real coefficients and 

exponents. In some methods the number of exponentials is allowed 

to vary, in others it is fixed. 

The problem occurs in a lot of different disciplines, e.g. in 

fitting radioactive decay measurements, transmission function 

analysis 

analysis, 

constants. 

in atmospheric research [9], in electrical network 

analysis of human lung exhalation and chemical rate 

In most of these applications there are additional 

conditions on the exponents and the coefficients, for example that 

the exponents have to be negative. 
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A sum of exponentials is the solution to a n'th order linear 

differential equation with constant coefficients if the 

corresponding characteristic polynomial has n different real 

roots, which is a major reason for all the applications. 

3.2. THE LINEAR LEAST SQUARES METHOD 

The most commonly used fitting procedure in science is 

probably linear regression: to fit measurements with a straight 

line. A generalization of it is the linear least squares method, 

which can be stated as: 

Given measurements yj, j = 1,2, .•• ,m of a 

observationsfunction y in the different points 

xj, j=l, .. ,m (suchthaty =y(x)). Givenn 
j j 

< m basis functions f (x) , ... , f (x) . Find the 
1 n 

values of the coefficients c , ... , c e IR in 
1 n 

n 

f (X) = L C. f (X) 
l i 

i=1 
such that 

~ (f (Xj) - T (xj) );=l~~~ = 

is minimal. 

n 
2 L lf(x.) - Y.l 

l l 
i=l 

( 3. 4) 

(3.5) 

It is possible to show, that there exists a unique solution and a 

explicit formula for it is known. Formulae for the accuracy of the 

solution are known in terms of the accuracies of the measurements. 

These can be found in [7], section 7.1 and [5]. However, it is not 

that simple to apply the formula numerically, because the problem 

is often ill-conditioned. 

In [5], which contains a lot of Pascal routines, a safe 

algorithm is given based on the singular value decomposition. 

3.3. THE SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION 

In this section I shall short describe the singular value 
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decomposition of a matrix, because it plays a central r6le in the 

theory of this project. 

THE SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION (SVD) THEOREM. 

Let N,n e ~ such that N ~ n and A be a real (N 

x n) matrix of rank r. There exist a (N x n) 

matrix U with orthogonal columns and a (n x n) 

orthogonal matrix v, such that 

A = u l: VT 

where l: = diag (cr , cr , ... , cr ) is a diagonal 
1 2 n 

matrix with non-negative entries satisfying: 

cr
1 

~ cr ~ . . . ~ cr > cr = = cr = 0 
2 r r+l n 

( 3. 6) 

(3.7) 

cr
1

, ••• , ern are the singular values of the matrix A. It can be 

shown, that this decomposition of A is unique except for the signs 

of corresponding columns in u and V. Clearly all singular values 

are non-vanishing if and only if A is invertible. 

If A is square and symmetric the singular values are the 

absolute values of the eigenvalues of A. In the special case, that 

A has only positive eigenvalues, the SVD theorem is clearly 

equivalent to the spectral theorem. Then U = V and l: contains the 

eigenvalues. In general the singular values have no relationship 

with the eigenvalues. 

The proof of the SVD theorem is not difficult. However, this 

proof is not constructive, so it can not be implemented in a 

straightforward way. 

A numerical routine for calculating the SVD of an arbitrary 

(N x n) matrix A with N ~ n is given in [5] and it is that routine 

I have used. The author claims, that the routine is numerically 

safe, and I have used it as a 'black box' routine. 

Some details on the SVD can be found in [7] pp. 315-19. 

3.4. A SURVEY OF THE DIFFERENT METHODS. 

In his article [9] Wiscombe gives a survey of the different 

methods to attack the problem of fitting data to a sum of 

exponentials. He splits the methods in 5 groups, and to these we 
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can add his own method. In the following summary I do not exactly 

follow the partitioning of Wiscombe, but a lot of information is 

taken from him. References to most of the methods can be found in 

the references of [9). 

1. Successive subtractions or the graphical method. 

Prerequisites: n is not fixed, 

Method: If the measurements are plotted on semi logarithmic 

paper the asymptotic behavior for large x-values should be linear, 

because the term with the biggest exponent then dominates. From 

the asymptote the first exponential c exp (b x) with biggest 
1 1 

exponent can be calculated. Then the process can be repeated on 

the datapoints (x , y - c exp (b x ) ) . 
j j 1 1 j 

Problems: Normally the method breaks down after 2 or 3 terms and 

the goodness of the fit is never better than 1%. 

2. Using the Laplace transform. 

Prerequisites: n is not fixed, 

bi :s 0 for all i = l, ... ,n. 

Method: Let f be the Laplace transform. Define 

g (U) := f- 1 (y (X)) 

with y as the observation function. Then it holds that 

y(x) = f(g(u)) = Lcog(u) e-xu du 

( 3. 8) 

( 3. 9) 

When we calculate an approximation of the integral by means of a 

quadrature formula, we get exactly a sum of exponentials. The 

accuracy of the fit can be varied by the number of terms. There 

exists also variations of this method. 

Problems: Numerical calculation of f- 1 (y(x}} is in general very 

ill-conditioned, and because y is only known in a few datapoints 

there will be a considerable inaccuracy in the fit. 

3. Separation in a linear and a non-linear problem. 

The common features of these methods are to calculate the 
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exponents as a non-linear problem and then it is easy to calculate 

the coefficients with the linear least squares method mentioned in 

section 3.2. There are different ways to do the non-linear part: 

3a. A priori choice of the exponents. 

Method: In applications it is often possibly to choose values of 

the exponents a priori because of detailed knowledge of the 

problem. 

Problems: The accuracy can only be better by adding more terms 

and depends on the 'guess'. 

3b. Variations of de Pronys method. 

Prerequisites: equidistant x., 
J 

n fixed. 

Method: The exponents are found as the roots of a polynomial. 

For example Lanczos gives in [ 4] details of a variation of the 

method. 

Problems: The roots of the polynomial can be complex. Small 

variations in the measurements can give large variations in the 

roots and it can be difficult to separate even three terms. 

3c. Translation of the problem to linear system theory. 

Prerequisites: equidistant 

n fixed. 
X·' 

J 

Method: In these methods the problem is translated to the field 

of linear system theory. Two algorithms are described in [2]. Both 

use the singular value decomposition of a Hankel matrix containing 

the observations, and the exponents then follow from an eigenvalue 

problem. Because this is the methods which should be used in the 

implementation of the project, we shall return to them in section 

3.6. I call this method: the method of de Groen. 

Problems: If the data is not fitting a sum of exponentials quite 

well, complex exponents can be returned. Another point is, that it 

is not clear in what sense the solution of these method is 

optimal. 
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4. Non-linear least square methods. 

I just cite from Wiscombe [9]: 

"By far the most popular methods for exponential-sum fitting are 

nonlinear least squares (NLLS) techniques, which are often 

available as standard subroutines in computer libraries. The 

reason for this popularity is that NLLS methods are very general 

and very sophisticated, and they guarantee improvement in the fit 

(as measured by the least-squares residual) at each step. [ ... ] 

NLLS techniques require a good initial guess for the b. and c., 
l. 1 

which must be obtained from one of the flawed simpler methods 

above, or else convergence will be either nonexistent or to an 

unacceptably poor fit. Even with a good initial guess, it has been 

the authors' experience that NLLS methods creep with agonizing 

slowness, often stopping and claiming convergence when they are 

still far from the correct minimum." 

5. The method of Wiscombe. 

Prerequisites: equidistant x. in the measurements, 
J 

coefficients c. > 0 for all i = 1,2, ... ,n, 
l. 

exponents b. s 0 for all i = 1,2, ... ,n, 
1 

n is not fixed. 

Method: The theory behind the method is developed in [1]. There 

are theorems guaranteeing existence, uniqueness of a optimal 

solution (in a weighted sum of squares norm) and a theorem which 

shows that a constructed algorithm converges. To implement the 

algorithm is not straightforward. Wiscombe does it in [9] by using 

the theory in [1]. 

Problems: In relation to this project the problem is the 

prerequisites on the coefficients and exponents. 

3.5. THE ILL-CONDITIONING OF THE PROBLEM 

The problem of fitting data to a sum of exponentials is often 

ill-conditioned. The ill-condition appears through the extreme 

sensitivity of the exponents and the coefficients. A small change 
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in the data can cause big changes in the exponents and the 

coefficients. Varah [ 81 has illustrated this by plotting the 

function 
m 

J(~,£) = r (y - f(x.)) 2 (3.10) 
j = 1 j ) 

for different sets 

determined. 

of datapoints. Often the minimum is very badly 

A famous illustration of the ill-conditioning is given by 

Lanczos [4]. Lanczos' datapoints are given in table 1. To fit 

these data he first tries with 2 exponentials and got as result: 

f
1 

(x) = 2.202 exp(-4.45 x) + 0.305 exp(-1.58 x) 

The deviation pr. point calculated as 

d = I r (f (X ) - y ) 2 I m 
1 . 1 j j 

) =1 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

yields the result 0. 0026. The largest individual deviation is 

0.006. Within the accuracy of the data f
1 

fits very well. 

Table 1: The Lanczos data: 24 datapoints measured at equidistant 

as 

times X - 0.05 j. 
j 

j yj j yj j yj j yj 

1 2.51 7 0.77 13 0.27 19 0.11 
2 2.04 8 0.64 14 0.23 20 0.10 
3 1. 67 9 0.53 15 0.20 21 0.09 
4 1.37 10 0.45 16 0.17 22 0.08 
5 1.12 11 0.38 17 0.15 23 0.07 
6 0.93 12 0.32 18 0.13 24 0.06 

Next Lanczos tried to fit with 3 exponentials and he obtained 

solution 

f
2

(x) = 0.041 exp(-0.50 x) + 0.79 exp(-2.73 x) 

+ 1.68 exp(-4.96 x) (3.13) 

Again the individual deviations is perfectly satisfactory with 

respect to the accuracy of the data. In fact the data were 

constructed from the function: 

f(x) = 0.0951 exp(-x) + 0.8607 exp(-3x) 

+ 1.5576 exp(-5x) 
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by rounding to two decimals. 

Lanczos used a variation of de Pronys method. The conclusion 

is that the small change in the data because of rounding off, has 

changed the optimal function considerably. The picture would, 

however, be different, if the datapoints would have been given 

with a greater accuracy. 

Later on we shall return to Lanczos' example, when testing in 

chapter 7. 

3.6. THE METHOD OF DE GROEN 

I will now return to method 3c in the survey from section 

3.4, because this method is to be implemented in the project. In 

fact there are two different ways to do the non-linear part: the 

first is the algorithm of Zeiger and McEwen and the second is the 

algorithm of Kung. 

Prerequisites: measurements with equidistant x., 
J 

a fixed number of exponentials n. 

Theory: The theory behind the algorithms are given in [2]. The 

ideas will be sketched below. In deducing the algorithms the 

formula (easily shown by using the Grassmann dimensionformula) 

rank AB s min(rank A, rank B) (3.15) 

which holds for (m x p) matrix A and (p x n) matrix B is used. 

Without loss of generality we assume data to be measured at 

timepoints 1,2, ••• , m. The fitting function is 
n 

f(x) == I: c exp(b.x) 
1 ~ 

(3.16) 
i=l 

with 

2n < m (3.17) 

Introducing 

a : = exp (b. ) , i = 1 , 2, .•. , n 
i J. 

(3.18) 

we can write the fitting function as 
n 

f(x) =I: (3.19) 
i=l 
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a) Reconstruction from exact data 

First it is supposed, that the data exact follow a sum of 

exponentials, that is 

Y. = f(j), j = 1,2, ... ,m 
J 

Choose p and q so that 

p+qsm and P i!: q > n 

and construct the (p x q) Hankel matrix H with entries 

hij = y i+j-1 

Condition (3.20) then gives 

rank H = n 

Take the singular value decomposition (SVD) of H: 

(3.20) 

(3.21) 

(3.22) 

(3.23) 

H = U ~ VT (3.24) 

Because of (3.23) there are only n non-vanishing singular values, 

so: 

cr =cr = ••• =cr=O 
n+1 n+2 q 

(3.25) 

Let ~ .-
1 

(q x n) 
diag (cr

1
, ••• ,ern), and U

1 
and V

1 
be the (p x n) respective 

matrices which contain of the first n columns of U 

respective v. We then also have the decomposition 

H = u ~ VT 
1 1 1 

(3.26) 

The algorithm of Zeiger and McEwen gives the reconstruction 

M = ~-1/2 UT H v I-11/2 
1 1 1 

(3.27) 

where H is the shifted Hankel matrix with 

h - y 
ij H) 

(3.28) 

The square root of I is well-defined, because it is a diagonal 
1 

matrix containing non-negative real numbers. 

The algorithm of Kung gives the reconstruction: 

d dT 
M = (I + - 1-

1 
} UT u 

n 1 _ dTd 1 U 11 
-1-1 

(3.29) 

where dT as a row vector is the 
-1 

bottom row in U , U is the upper 
1 lU 

part of U
1 

(with the bottom row 

U (with the top row deleted) 
1 

matrix. 

deleted), u11 is the lower part of 

and I is the (n x n) identity 
n 
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In both algorithms M can be shown to be similar to the matrix 

A= diag(a ,a , •.. ,a) 
1 2 n 

(3.30) 

a can now be calculated as the eigenvalues of M, 
n 

because they are the eigenvalues of A and A is similar to M. The 

exponents are now given as 

b = ln a , i = 1, 2, .•• , n 
i 1 

(3.31) 

Finally the coefficients can be calculated by the linear 

least squares method described in section 3.2. 

b) Reconstruction with noisy measurements 

In general the measurements do not exactly follow a sum of 

exponentials. There will be some noise. The method of de Groen 

above is slightly modified in this case. It consists of 5 steps as 

above. 

Let now 

(j, yj), 

be the measurements. 

j = 1,2, ..• ,m 

Step 1 : Chose p and 

discussed below) satisfying 

q appropriate (this 

(3.21) and construct 

point 

the 

Hankelmatrix H with entries (3.22). In general we now have 

rank H = q 

instead of (3.23). 

(3.32) 

will be 

(p X q) 

(3.33) 

Step 2: The SVD of H (3.24) yields now q non-zero singular 

values: 

cr 2:cr 2: ••• 2:cr > 0 
1 2 q 

( 3. 34) 

We introduce as above 1':
1

, U
1 

and V
1

, but instead of equation 

(3.26) we now have 
H = u I: VT + u I: VT 

1 1 1 2 2 2 
( 3. 35) 

The main idea is to throw away the second (small) term, and 

proceed with U
1

, 1':
1 

and V
1 

exactly as above. 

Step 3-5: Use (3.27) or (3.29) to calculate M. The 

eigenvalues of M then give approximations of a ' ••• , 
1 

a 
n 

and the 
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exponents are found by (3.31). Finally the coefficients are 

obtained by the linear least squares method. 

The theoretical argument for the approximation above is given 

by the theorem of section 3 in [ 2] . The theorem gives an error 

estimate of the chosen approximation. 

Theorem. Error estimate of de Groans method. 

For each of the approximate matrices M in 

(3.27) and (3.29) a similarity transformation S 

and a constant C exists, such that 

liM- SAS-
1

11 < C <IIWII + "'n+1) I (O'n - "'n+1) 

where W is the noise Hankelmatrix and {o-.1 j = 
J 

1,2, ... ,q} are the singular values of H in 

non-increasing order. It is assumed that ~w~ + 

0' < 2 (0' - 0' ) 
n+1 n n+l 

(3. 36) 

It can be interpret as a measure of the deviation of the 

eigenvalues of M from a, ... , a. It consist of two terms with the 
1 n 

size of the second determined by (except for the constant C of the 

order of magnitude of 1): 

"' I (a- - a- ) 
n+1 n n+1 

(3.37) 

Because of that we will use the 'gap' between the singular values 

number n and n+1 defined as 

g := 
n 

0' - 0' 
n n+l 

0' 
n+1 

(3.38) 

as a measure of the accuracy of the eigenvalues of M. If, e.g., 

the gap is close to 1 the error is of the order of magnitude of 

the eigenvalues and these are then badly determined. If the gap 

is very big, the (second term of the) accuracy is small. 

Method: The method of de Groen consists of the 5 steps above. 

Problems: There are three main problems. The first is to 

determine good values for p and q, the second is the possibility 

of getting negative or complex eigenvalues and thirdly it is not 

clear in what sense the fit obtained by the method of de Groen is 

optimal. 
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In [2] there are some numerical tests, which show that the 

best choice for p and q is p = q = m/2 (or if m is odd we can only 

get p = q + 1) . It gives the biggest gap between the singular 

values number n and n+l in test examples. 

The second problem is really serious. If the gap is about 1 

the accuracy of the eigenvalues are bad, and negative values are 

to be expected. I will return to the problem later, when testing 

the implementation of the method. 
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4. THE SOGGES'l'ED SOLUTION 

In this chapter I shall describe the suggestion to a 

numerical solution of the problem in the project. 

4.1. THE SOLUTION SUGGESTED BY RUSCH 

Rusch suggested in the note [6] a solution using the method 

of de Groen. Because the purpose of the project was to implement 

that solution, I shall sketch it below. During the project-phase 

(at the meeting at the Philips Physics Laboratory, April 19.) 

minor changes were made. They were due to the fact, that the 

control voltages are measured instead of the frequencies (as 

described in section 2.2). 

Except for the linear term the function H in (2.13) is a sum 

of exponentials. Rusch chose the method of de Groen described in 

section 3.6 to calculate the fit. A prerequisite of the method is 

equidistant measurements. The steps to be done is given in [6]. 

Step 1: Find equidistant temperatures. 
The problem is: Calculate m equidistant temperatures 

T := T + j h 
j 0 

j = 1,2, •.. ,m so that the sum of the squared residuals 
m 

r IT - T .1 2 

j-1 j ) 

( 4. 1) 

( 4. 2) 

is minimal (it is better to use the maximum norm, but then the 

problem is very complicated) . The solution, 

differentiation with respect to h and T
0 

differential quotients equal to zero, is: 

which one gets by 

and setting the 

h = 

m 

6 L T (2j - n + 1) 
j=l j 

n (n 2 
- 1) 

m 

2l:T.(2n + 1- 3j) 
j=l J 

n (n - 1) 

Rusch gives formulae, which are a more simple, by letting 

T = T
0 

+ (2 j + n - 1) fi 
j 

(4. 3) 

( 4. 4) 

j = 1, 2, ••. , m, but (4.3) gives an increasing series of 
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temperatures (4.1) and are preferred here. 

Step 2: Find the values of Q(T.) by interpolation. 
J. 

To be able to calculate Q (T.) we first calculate Q (T") by 
J J 

(2.12). This can be done directly from the measurements except for 

the term V (T ) 1 but this term is calculated by third order 
c 0 

Lagrange interpolation from the four closest 

measurements V (T ) , j = 1, 2, ... ,m. Then the values 
c j 

point in the 

of Q(T_), j = 
J 

1,2, •••• 1m are calculated from the values of Q(T.), 
J 

j = 1,2, .. ,m 

by third order Lagrange interpolation. 

Step 3: Remove the linear term. 

To get rid of the linear term in the fitting function H in 

(2.13), Rusch introduces the first difference function of H: 

z ( j) := H (T ) - H (T,) j+l J 

= 1' 1 exp (131 j) + 'l2 exp (132j) + 'l3exp (133j) ( 4 . 5) 

with j = 11 21 • • • 1 m-1 and 

a1 = b h 'l1 = c exp (b T ) (exp (13 ) - 1) ( 4. 6) 
1 1 1 0 1 

132 = b2 h 'l2 = c 2exp (b2T
0

) (exp (13
2

) - 1) (4. 7} 

133 = 0 r3 = 0: h ( 4. 8) 

Step 4: Apply the algorithm of Zeiger and McEwen. 

Rusch now suggests to fit the data: (j, Q(Tj+l) - Q(Tj)), j = 
1,2 1 ••• ,m-1 with a sum of three exponentials by the method of de 

Groen (using the algorithm of Zeiger and McEwen) in section 3.6. 

This yields values for {3, {3 1 {3 , r , r and r
3

• The solution of 
1 2 3 1 2 

the equations (4.6-8) above and (2.14-16} then give the values of 

K , K and K • 
lin_new neg_new pos_new 

4.2. PROBLEMS IN THE SOLUTION OF RUSCH 

There are several problems in the solution suggested by 

Rusch. 

Problem 1: In order to work with equidistant temperatures the 

original measurements are replaced by the equidistant datapoints. 
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This might introduce interpolation errors. 

Problem 2: The best fit to the first differences is not 

necessarily the best fit to Q. 

Problem 3: By fitting with a sum of three exponentials in 

step 4 the coefficients and the exponents have to be independent. 

These six parameters are, however, not independent, because they 

depend all on only the three settings K . , K and 
l~n_new neg_new 

K • There is no guarantee to get one 
pos_new 

of the exponents equal 

to 0 (which is the demand of (4.8)). 

The problem stems from the fact, that the function H is not a 

sum of exponentials as (2.13) seems to show. Instead of (2.13) we 

ought to write: 

H(T) := V (T) 
comp_new 

( 4. 9) 

where b and T are constants and only p , p and p are the 
0 1 2 3 

parameters {which have to be positive), which are to be fitted. In 

fact the family of functions in (4. 9) is much smaller than the 

family in (2 .13). In other words: by using (2 .13) we can get a 

optimal function outside the family of which H is an element. The 

same is the case for the first difference function. 

The parameter dependence in (4. 9) is completely different 

from that in (2 .13) • It is 'less' linear and the method of de 

Groen cannot be used. 

Problem 4: It is not clear in what sense the solution given 

by the method of de Groen is optimal. This problem is even worse, 

because the method is not giving a fit to all sets of data, but I 

shall return to this in chapter 7. 

4.3. DISCUSSION OF THE PROBLEMS 

Problem 1 and 2 introduce inaccuracies. Problem 1 is probably 

not serious, but it is difficult to see what kind of troubles 

problem 2 introduces. Remember that the fitting result is very 

sensitive to changes in the data. 

Problem 3 indicates, that it is not straightforward to fit by 

a sum of three exponentials. The only way out is to use only the 
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first non-linear part of the method of de Groen. We then estimate 

the three exponents. We let (3 be the smallest and (3 the biggest 
1 2 

exponent 

Through 

and throw away the third (hoping it is close to zero) . 

(4.6-7) and (2.14-15) K and K as well as o
1 neg_new pos_new ~ 

and 0 2 
are determined. o: in 

regression giving K . by 

(2 .13) can then be found by linear 

l~n new 
(2 .16) . But the values of (3 and {3_ 

1 ~ 

will normally not be- the optimal, because they are parameters 

belonging to functions in another family of functions. 

An alternative is to introduce the second difference 

function: 

with 

w {i) := z (i+1) - z (i) 

{3 = bl h 1 

= 7 exp ((3 i) + 7 exp {£3 i) 
1 l 2 2 

7
1 

= c
1
exp (b

1
T

0
) (exp ((3

1
) - 1) 2 

7
2 

= c
2
exp (b

2
T

0
) (exp (/3) - 1) 2 

W is then a sum of two exponentials. 

(4 .10) 

(4 .11) 

(4.12) 

Here we can proceed in the same way as described above to get 

the two exponents (by using the non-linear part of the method of 

de Groen) and calculate K . by linear regression. But most of 
l~n new 

the problems are the same, and the inaccuracies in the data are 

even bigger in the second difference function. We only get rid of 

the fitting of the constant, whereas some of the other problems 

get even worse. 

I shall return to problem 4 in chapter 7. 
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5. THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE METHOD OF DE GROEN 

In this chapter I describe how I have implemented de Groens 

method in subroutine EquiExpoFit. It is the most important 

subroutine in the final routine FVTFit implementing the solution 

of Rusch in section 4.1 and described in chapter 6. 

5.1. THE SUBROUTINE EquiExpoFit 

The steps in the method are described in section 3.6 and that 

description is followed in the implementation. A listing of the 

routine is included in this report as Appendix A. The procedure 

head has the form (in version 1): 

PROCEDURE EquiExpoFitl( 

y: VectorM; (* the measurements *) 
M: INTEGER; (* the number of measurements *) 

p: INTEGER; (* (p X q) is the size of the *) 
q: INTEGER; (* Hankelmatrix *) 

Algorithm: INTEGER; (* 1 : the algorithm of Zeiger, 
2: the algorithm of Kung *) 

n: INTEGER; (* the number of exponentials *) 

VAR Gap: REAL; (* the gap in the singular values *) 

VAR Error: INTEGER; (* 0 means OK; see details below *) 

VAR Exponent: VectorN; (* the exponents and the coeffi- *) 
VAR Coeff: VectorN; (* cients if a fit is obtained *) 

) ; 

The constants MaxP, MaxQ, MaxM and MaxN are to be defined in the 

main program under the conditions (for an explanation: see below): 

MaxN s MaxP s MaxM and MaxN s MaxQ s MaxM (5.1) 

Reasonable values in practice are 

CONST 
MaxP = 
MaxQ = 
MaxM = 

25; 
25; 

50; 

(* (MaxP x MaxQ) is the maximal size of the *) 
(* Hankelmatrix *) 

(* maximum number of measurements *) 

MaxN = 10; (* maximum number of exponentials *) 

Note, that too big values of these constants give stack overflow. 
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In the main program also the following types have to be defined: 

TYPE 
VectorN =ARRAY (l .. MaxN] OF REAL; 

VectorM =ARRAY [l •. MaxM] OF REAL; 

5.2. THE STATEMENT PART OF EquiExpoTest 

The statement part consists mainly of the 5 steps described 

in section 3.6. There are only added statements, which control if 

the numerical results are allowed. 

Step 0: Initialisation and check of inputsize. 

The variable Error is initialised at 0. It is checked if the 

variables M, n, p and q have allowed values. If this it not the 

case the procedure execution stops with Error = 1. 

Step 1: Construction of the Hankel matrix. 

This is straightforward. 

Step 2: calculation of the singular value decomposition. 

To do this the routine Svdcmp from [5] is used as a 'black 

box' routine. It works very safely, but in case of too many 

iterations, showing numerical instability, it aborts and returns 

with OK as FALSE, and the procedure execution stops with Error = 
2. The returned singular values are not sorted, so a small sorting 

routine SvdSort has been written. It sorts the singular values in 

non-increasing order and permutes the corresponding columns in U 

and V, so it is still a SVD of the Hankel matrix. 

Step 3: Construction of the matrix M. 

There is a conditional statement depending on the chosen 

algorithm (given through the value of the variable Algorithm) . The 

matrix multiplication given by (3.27) and (3.29) are evaluated. 

Some of the name of the variables are different, e.g. is the 

resulting matrix M called 'SystMatr'. 

Step 4: The eigenvalues of the matrix M. 

As in step 2 a standard routine from [5] are used to 

calculate the eigenvalues of the matrix M (called 'SystMatr'). The 

routine consists calls to three subroutines from [5]. They are 
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respectively 

i) balancing the matrix (to make lesser rounding errors), 

ii) transforming the matrix to Hessenberg form by similarity 

transformations, 

iii) calculating the eigenvalues of the Hessenberg matrix 

with a modified OR-algorithm. 

If too many iterations occur in iii) the procedure stops with 

Error = 3. 

Then it is tested if there are negative or complex 

eigenvalues. To be complex the imaginary part of the eigenvalue 

has to be bigger than the constant 'AbsAccuracy' (rounding errors 

are then allowed). If not all eigenvalues are positive real 

numbers the execution stops with Error = 4. Remark, that in this 

case the vectors 'Exponent' and 'Coeff' contain the real 

respective the imaginary part of the eigenvalues. 

If no errors occur the exponents are calculated as the 

natural logarithm of the eigenvalues. 

Step 5: Coefficients are calculated by a linear least squares 
method using SVD. 

The coefficients are now calculated by the linear least 

squares method. Again a standard routine from [5] is used: SvdFitl 

(but this time it is changed slightly) • The normal equation in the 

problem is solved by using SVD. To calculate the SVD the routine 

Svdcmp is used again. Error = 5 is returned if there are too many 

iterations in the calculation of the SVD. 

TYPE 

5.3. THE TYPE-DEFINITIONS IN EquiExpoFit 

The type-definitions of routine EquiExpoFit1 are: 

Matrix1 = ARRAY [ 1 .. MaxM, 1 .. MaxQ] OF REAL; 

Matrix2 = ARRAY [l .. MaxQ,1 •• MaxQ] OF REAL; 

DiagMatr = ARRAY [1 .. MaxQ] OF REAL; 

MatrixNbyN = ARRAY [l .• MaxN,1 •• MaxN] OF REAL; 

The strange form of Matrixl has an explanation. Because routine 
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Svdcmp is used twice (the second time from subroutine SvdFitl) to 

calculate the SVD of a (p x q) matrix respective a (M x n) matrix 

the physical storage of the matrix, of which the SVD has to be 

calculated, must be able to contain both these matrices. 

Matrix2 shall in the same fashion be able to store both a (q 

x q) and a (n x n) matrix. Hence, there is an explanation of the 

condition of the constants in (5.1). 

DiagMatr is the storage for both a (q x q} and a (n x n) 

diagonal matrix. 

5.4. THE SUBROUTINES IN EquiExpoFit 

There are several subroutines of EquiExpoFitl. A survey will 

be given now. 

PROCEDURE Svdcmp(VAR A: 
m,n 
VAR W: 

Matrixl; 
INTEGER; 
DiagMatr; 
Matrix2; 
BOOLEAN); 

(* (m x n) IS THE SIZE OF A *) 

VAR V: 
VAR OK: 

The routine calculates the SVD of the matrix A and returns it in 

A, w and v (that means the original A is destroyed) . If OK is TRUE 

the calculation has been successful!. The routine is taken from 
[5] and only the names of the types are changed, and the 

OK-paramter is included. It is used as a black box. 

PROCEDURE SvdSort(VAR U: Matrixl; 
p,q : INTEGER; (* (p x q) IS THE SIZE OF U *) 
VAR W: DiagMatr; 
VAR V: Matrix2); 

This very simple routine sorts the singular values in 

non-increasing order and permutes the corresponding columns in U 

and v, so it is still a SVD of the same matrix after the sorting. 

It is necessary because the singular values from Svdcmp are not 

sorted. 

PROCEDURE EigenVal ( A 
n 

VAR RealPart: 
VAR ImPart 
VAR OK 

MatrixNbyN; 
INTEGER; 
VectorN; 
VectorN; 
BOOLEAN); 

This subroutine consists of the three routines 'Balanc', 
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'Hessenberg' and 'Hqr' from [5] and calculates the n complex 

eigenvalues of the (n x n) matrix A. If OK is TRUE the calculation 

has been successful!, else too many iterations have occured. The 

OK-parameter is a modification from [5] and the names of the types 

have been changed. 

PROCEDURE SvdFitl(y: 
ndata: 

VAR a: 
mma: 

VAR OK: 

VectorM; 
INTEGER; 
VectorN; 
INTEGER; 
BOOLEAN); 

This routine calculates the coefficients by the linear least 

squares method using SVD. The input is the 'ndata' measurements 

(j,y[j]), and 'mma' is the number of basisfunctions. To be able to 

work three other subroutines must precede SvdFitl: Svdcmp (as 

already mentioned), Svbksb and Func. 

Svbksb is solving the appropriate system of linear equations 

by backward substitution, and it is taken directly from [5]. 

Routine Func calculates the values of the basisfunctions, 

which are here the n exponentials, in any point. 

SvdFitl is also taken from [5], but it is modified: it does 

not return the calculated SVD (making it possible to obtain 

accuracy estimates of the coefficients, if the accuracies of the 

measurements are known) and it does not calculate the accuracy 

(the sum of the squared deviations) of the fit. SvdFitl is also 

modified so that the x-coordinates of the measurements are always 

of the form: 1,2, ... ,ndata. 

Finally, there is the small subroutine KronDelta, which is 

used to generate the (n x n) identity matrix. 

5.5. OTHER VERSIONS OF EquiExpoFit 

The described EquiExpoFitl is version 1 of the subroutine. 

There are several other versions. The differences from version 1 

will now be desribed: 

Version 2: Routine SvdFitl has been replaced by SvdFit2 and 

in the procedure head the parameter: 

VAR ChiSquare: REAL 
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is included. Through this parameter 

(calculated as the sum of the 

is the accuracy of the fit 

squared deviations of the 

measurements) pointed out. It is calculated in SvdFit2, which is 

an extended version of SvdFitl above. The call to SvdFit2 includes 

then also the parameter ChiSquare and calculates its value. 

Version 0: In this version no coefficients are calculated. 

The parameter Coeff is omitted from the procedure head, and the 

last step (number 5) in the statementpart is deleted. Then also 

the subroutines: SvdFitl, Svbksb and Func are superfluous and they 

are omitted. 

Version 2T: This is a test-version of version 2 with the very 

simple procedurehead: 

PROCEDURE EquiExpoFit2Test( 
y: VectorM; 
M: INTEGER; 
p: INTEGER; 
q: INTEGER; 
Algorithm: INTEGER; 
Nmin: INTEGER; 
Nmax: INTEGER); 

There are no VAR-parameters. Instead, all the results of the 

execution of the procedure are written to the file OutFile during 

the execution. It also tries to fit with all values of n from Nmin 

to Nmax (n is the number of exponentials) . For the rest the 

procedure is equal to version 2. 

5.6. THE TESTPROGRAMS TO EquiExpoFit 

To be able to test routine EquiExpoFit small testprograms 

have been made. Their major task is to read data from keyboard and 

files and to write the results to the screen and to files. I give 

a survey of the testprograms: 

Version EquiExpoFit 

EquiExpoFitO 

EquiExpoFitl 

EquiExpoFit2 

EquiExpoFit2Test 
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ExpTestO 

ExpTestl 

ExpTest2 

ExpTst2T, ExpTst3T 



The testprograms ExpTest0-2 read the measurements from a file 

with extension '.IN' and write the result of the required fit to a 

file with extension '.OUT'. The only output is the input and the 

VAR-parameters in the procedurehead. 

The testprogram ExpTst2T works as ExpTest2, but a lot of 

intermediate results are also written to the output-file: the 

datapoints, the singular values and the eigenvalues of the system 

matrix. It is also possible to try to fit with the number of 

exponentials n running from Nmin to Nmax in one run (saving time) . 

The testprogram ExpTst3T produces nearly the same output as 

ExpTst2T and gives the same possibilities. The main difference is, 

that ExpTst3T generates the datapoints from a sum of exponentials 

with some noise added (you can choose how much) instead of reading 

them from a file. 

The testprograms ExpTst2T and ExpTst3T are used to obtain the 

testresults in chapter 7. 
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6. THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SOLUTION OF ROSCH 

This chapter describes how the solution of Rusch from section 
4.1 (and the modification of it) are implemented as a routine 
called FVTFit. 

6.1. DETAILS OF THE INTERFACE 

As stated in the contract of the project a routine with 

certain properties should be constructed. On the meeting at the 

Philips Physical Laboratory on April 19. the details of the 

interface to that routine were established. 

The routine should become part of a program written by ing. 

Jos Veens in Pascal 3.2 on a HP-9000-332. The program of Veens 

should take care of all input- and output-operations. The 

procedurehead should be as follows. 

PROCEDURE FVTFitl( 

VAR TVCData: 

NrTVC: 

Tchuck: 
Achuck: 
A TC: 

C2: 
TO: 
b: 
K lin old: 
K-neg-old: 
K_pos_old: 

Tolerance: 

VAR K lin new: - -VAR K neg new: 
VAR K _pos new: 

TVCArray; (* containing measurements -
VAR-parameter to save storage *) 

INTEGER; (* number of measurements *) 

REAL; 
REAL; (* attenuation constants *) 
REAL; 

REAL; 
REAL; ( * IC constants *) 
REAL; 

REAL; 
REAL; (* default setting of the IC *) 
REAL; 
REAL; (* maximal allowed deviation 

in VOLT *) 

REAL; 
REAL; (* the new optimal setting *) 
REAL; 

VAR ErrorCode: INTEGER; 

VAR CheckValue: REAL 

(* equal 0 if everythings OK *) 

(* the actual value of the devia
tion of the optimal setting *) 

) ; 
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The CONST- and TYPE-definitions in the main program must then 

contain: 

CONST 

TYPE 

MaxM = 40; 

Data = RECORD 
Temp: 
VC: 

END; 

(* maximal number of measurements *) 

REAL; 
REAL; 

(* Temperature in Celcius *) 
(* Controlvoltage in VOLT *) 

TVCArray = ARRAY [l •• MaxM] OF Data; 

The procedure FVTFit was not allowed to write anything to the 

screen or to files. All communication with the surroundings should 

be through the procedure parameters. I have written it in Turbo 

Pascal 5.0, but with no input and output operations being allowed, 

it is just standard Pascal. 

The implementation part of the routine FVTFit should 

calculate the optimal setting of the IC-currents by following the 

solution of J. J. Rusch in section 4.1. 

6.2. THE STATEMENTPART OF ROUTINE FVTFit 

In the implementation of routine FVTFit the steps in section 

4.1 are used with some modifications. There are also added more 

steps. A listing of the routine can be found in Appendix B. This 

is version 1 exactly following the solution of Rusch. 

Step 1: ~he control voltage at T
0

• 

The control voltage at the temperature T
0 

is calculated by 

third order Lagrange interpolation of the measured control 

voltages. This is done in the subroutine InterpolationVcontr, and 

the result is stored in the variable VeTO. 

Step 2: Calculation o~ the observationfunction Q. 

Q(Tj) is calculated by using equation (2.12): 

Q(T) = V (T) + A(T) b.V (T) (2.12) 
comp_old c 

Subroutine VComp (using Lagrange3) calculates the compensation 

voltage from the default setting and the rest is straightforward 
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by using (2.5). 

Step 3: Find equidistant temperatures. 

It is just an implementation of the two formulae in (4. 3) 

giving h and ~0 (called TempNew). The equidistant temperatures are 

then: 

~ = ~ + j h, 
j 0 

j=1,2, ... ,m ( 6. 1) 

Step 4: Calculation of Q in the equidistant temperatures. 

This is done by a third order Lagrange interpolation of the 

values Q(T.), j = 1,2, ... ,m in the subroutine InterpolationQ 
J 

(using subroutine Lagrange3) and stored into the variable 

QEquiTemp. 

Step 5: Calculation of the first difference function. 

Here definition (4.4) is used. 

Step 6: Fitting the first difference function. 

The fit is obtained by a call to subroutine EquiExpoFitO 

(fitting with three exponentials) . The size of the Hankelmatrix is 

chosen to be (p x q) given by: 

q : = M DIV 2 and p : = M - q ( 6. 2) 

and the used algorithm is that of Zeiger and McEwen. M is the 

number of datapoints minus 1, because one datapoint gets lost by 

making the first difference function. If ErrorCode from 

EquiExpoFitO is different from 0, 10 is added. Values of ErrorCode 

>10 indicate then errors in routine EquiExpoFitO. 

Step 7: Sorting and checking the exponents. 

A small subroutine Sort sorts the three 

increasing order. From (4.6-8) and (2.14-15) it 

exponents in 

follows, that 

after the sorting eigenvalue number 2 should be zero. It is 

checked if this is the case by comparing the absolute value to the 

constant ExpAcc. If the absolute value is bigger than ExpAcc 

ErrorCode equal 2 is returned and the routine is aborted. 

CheckValue has then the value of the second exponent. 

Step 8: Calculation of K and K 
pos_new neg_new 

This is done by using (4.6-7) and (2.14-15). 

Step 9: Calculation of K . by linear regression. 
lJ.n new 

The fitting function H in- (2 .13) depends linearly on K 
lin new 
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as it can be seen from (2.16). Calculating 

y(Tj) := Q(Tj) - c
1
exp(b

1
T) - c

2
exp(b

2
T) (6.3) 

j = 1, 2, ..• , m as the y-val ues and letting the x-val ues be the 

temperatures Tj, j = 1,2, ... ,m, it follows from (2.13), that a can 

be calculated by linear regression from these data (which are done 

in routine LinearRegr) and K are then determined from of 
lin_new 

(2.16}. 

Step 10: The deviation is calculated. 
This is done in routine DeviationCalc, see below. 

Step 11: Check if the deviation is within the tolerance. 
It is finally checked if the deviation (the maximum deviation 

in absolute value given the value at T is zero) is less than 
norm 

the value of the variable Tolerance. ErrorCode 1 is returned if 

this is not the case. CheckValue contains always the actual 

deviation. 

6.3. THE TYPES AND SUBROUTINES IN ROUTINE FVTFit 

FVTFit has to define the types applied in routine 

EquiExpoFit: 

TYPE 
VectorN =ARRAY [l •• MaxN] OF REAL; 
VectorM =ARRAY [l .. MaxM] OF REAL; 

and the constant MaxN (the maximum number of exponentials), which 

is set to 3. MaxM has be defined in the main program together with 

the definition of the type TVCArray. The only type defined just 

for use in routine FVTFit is: 

TYPE 
Vector3 =ARRAY [0 •• 3] OF REAL; 

The constants belonging to FVTFit are: 

CONST 

Tnorm = 25; (* this is the temperature, where the devia
tion has to be zero *) 

ExpAcc = lE-2; (* the absolute value of the second exponent 
must be less than ExpAcc *) 

The major subroutine is EquiExpoFitO, which is described 

fully in chapter 5. Then there are small help routines, which 
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includes: 

FUNCTION VComp(K_lin,K_neg,K_pos: REAL; Temp: REAL): REAL; 

The function evaluates the compensation voltage given by 

(1.1) at this settings and temperature Temp. 

PROCEDURE InterpolationVcontr(T: REAL; VAR Vcontrol: REAL); 

First this routine finds indices of the four temperatures 

equally distributed around Temp (if possibly 2 smaller and 2 

bigger temperaturevalues) • These 4 temperatures are stored in 

vector x and the corresponding values of the control voltage in 

vector y. Then routine Lagrange3 is applied giving the value of 

Vcontrol (at the temperature T) by third order Lagrange 

interpolation. 

PROCEDURE InterpolationQ(T: REAL; VAR Qvalue: REAL); 

This is similar to routine InterpolationVcontr. 

PROCEDURE Lagrange3(x,y: Vector3; xO: REAL; VAR yO: REAL); 

The routine calculates the unique third degree polynomial 

passing through the points (x[i),y[i]), i = 0,1,2,3 (which have to 

be ordered with respect to the x-coordinate), and returns the 

value (yO) of that polynomial at xO. It is not the fastest way to 

perform the Lagrange interpolation. This version is taken directly 

from [ 6] . 

FUNCTION DeviationCalc(Klin,Kneg,Kpos: REAL): REAL; 

The routine calculates first the deviation at T as 
norm 

DevinTnorm. Then the maximum deviation of the obtained fit from 

the observation function Q is calculated and every time DevinTnorm 

is subtracted to calculate the maximum deviation. To get zero 

deviation at T in practice, the possibility of setting a 
norm 

constant voltage is used. The reason for calculating the deviation 

this way is to be able to compare it with the inputparameter 

Tolerance. 

PROCEDURE LinearRegr(VAR a: REAL); 

As explained in step 9 above standard linear regression is 

applied to find a. Given datapoints (x
1

, yi), i = 1,2, ... ,rn. To 

find the best estimate for a so 
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y=ax+y
0 

(6.4) 

gives the best representation of the datapoints (in the least 

squares sense) is straightforward. The formula is: 

m SumXY - Sumx SumY a = 
m SumX2 - (SumX) 2 

(6.5) 

where 
m m 

SurnX L X# SumX2 2 = = L X,, 
i ~ 

i=l i=l 

( 6. 6) 

m m 

SumY = t yi, SumXY = L xiyi 
i=l i=l 

(6.7) 

which are standard formulae given in e.g. [5] p. 505. It is these 

formulae, which are implemented in routine LinearRegr. 

6.4. OTHER VERSIONS OF FVTFit 

Ver ion 2: There exists also a version 2 of FVTFitl called 

FVTFit2. It uses the modification of the solution of Rusch given 

in section 4.3. That means it is trying to fit the second 

difference function instead of the first. 

Step 1-S above are the same. There are added: 

Step Sa: Calculation of the second difference function. 
This is done by evaluating the definition (4.5). The result 

is stored in QEquiTemp. 

Step 6: Fitting the second difference function. 
The size of the Hankel matrix is chosen as above (with M 

equal the number of datapoints minus 2, because there become 2 

datapoints less going to the second difference function) . The call 

to EquiExpoFitO is a little bit different: we only want to fit 

with 2 exponentials. 

Step 7-10 is exactly as above. 

Version lT and 2T: They are test versions of version 1 and 2. 

A lot of intermediate results are written to the outputfile. 
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6.5. THE TESTPROGRAMS TO FVTFit 

Small testprograms are made to test routine FVTFit. They read 

input from an inputfile and the keyboard, and write the result of 

applying FVTFit to an outputfile. The details can be understood by 

reading the program texts. 

to FVTFitlT FVTTestl and FVTTest2 are 

FVTFit2T respective. They are 

respective FVTFitlT and FVTFit2T. 

testprograms 

equal except for the calls 

and 

to 

The program FVTGen generates a set of 

temperatures and control voltages with some noise 

data can be used to test the other two programs by 

corresponding 

added. These 

simulations. 

The inputfile to FVTGen must contain the values of: A , , T
0

, 
chucK 

K , K and K in this order. The rest of the 
lin old neg old pes old 

input is to be typed on the keyboard. Then the number of generated 

datapoints and the generated datapoints are appended ordered after 

decreasing temperature. This is exactly the form the inputfile to 

FVTTestl and FVTTest2 must have. 

REMARK: in all the testexamples received from Ooijman from 

Doetinchem 

b = 0.5, c
2 

= 0.1022, A = 0, 
TC 

T = 25 
chuck 

and these values are assigned in all the testprograms. This is 

also in the case of simulated datapoints. In all testexamples from 

Ooijman the datapoints were sorted with decreasing temperature, 

which is the reason for supposing this in the inputfile. 
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7. TESTING THE IMPLEMENTATIONS 

In this chapter the results of the tests of routines 

EquiExpoFit and FVTFit are described and conclusions are drawn. 

7.1. TESTING ROUTINE EquiExpoFit 

All the subroutines (and the implementations of the 

McEwen-Zeiger algorithm and the Kung algorithm) in EquiExpoFit 

were tested separately before they were put together. The final 

routine has been tested on simulated data. 

In view of the discussion of the ill-conditioning in section 

3.5, the routine was tested on the example given by Lanczos, that 

is the data in table 1, using the testprogram ExpTst2T. The output 

is shown in Appendix C. As can been seen the method is only able 

to fit with 1 or 2 exponentials and not with 3. The result with 2 

exponentials is: 

f
3

(x) = 2.121 exp(-4.558 x) + 0.3879 exp(-1.772 x) (7. 1) 

if converted into the same form as in section 3.6 (so x takes the 

values: 0, 0.05, 0.10 and so on instead of the values 1, 2, ... ). 

The fit is obtained by a 12 x 12 Hankelmatrix and with the 

algorithm of McEwen and Zeiger. The algorithm of Kung is also only 

able to fit with 1 and 2 exponentials, and with 2 it yields: 

f (x) = 2.109 exp(-4.574 x) + 0.3997 exp(-1.795 x) 
4 

(7. 2) 

which is not exactly equal to (7 .1). Both fits differ from the fit 

obtained by Lanczos given in (3.11). The deviation pr. point for 

(7.1) and (7.2) is in both cases 0.00219 (obtained by the formula 

(3.12)), which is better than Lanczos' result of 0.0026. 

7.2. TEST OF EquiExpoFit ON SIMULATED DATAPOINTS 

To find out why the method of de Groen is unable to make a 

fit with three exponentials to the Lanczos dataset a simulation 

test using the testprogram ExpTst3T was made. The chosen function 

was the Lanczos function: 
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f(x) = 1.5576 exp(-0.25 x) + 0.8607 exp(-0.15 x) 

+ 0.0951 exp(-0.05 x) (7.3) 

It is not exactly equal to (3.14) because we are here using the 

x-values 1, 2, ••. instead of 0, 0.05, 0.10, .•• The simulation data 

were obtained by adding a noiseterm to (7.3) of the form: 

NoiseTerm = NoiseAmp * rnd (7.4) 

where rnd is a uniformly distributed random number satisfying -1 s 

rnd s 1. The added noise is absolute and the noise amplitude, 

NoiseAmp, has to be compared to the value f(O) = 2.5134. 

Every run 24 datapoints were generated and the Hankel matrix 

had dimension 12 x 12. The McEwen-Zeiger algorithm was applied 

with n running from 1 to 4 exponentials. The results of fitting 

with 3 exponentials are shown in table 2 and 3. 

Table 2: Fitting results of f from (7.3) with noiseterm. McEwen-
Zeiger algorithm. 24 d.atapoints. 12 X 12 Hankel matrix. 

NoiseAmp bl cl b c b3 c3 2 2 

0 -0.2500 1.5576 -0.1500 0.8607 -0.0500 0.0951 
1E-5 -0.2501 1.5541 -0.1503 0.8631 -0.0503 0.0962 
5E-5 -0.2505 1.5375 -0.1521 0.8730 -0.0520 0.1029 
lE-4 -0.2550 1.3882 -0.1630 0.9909 -0.0583 0.1343 
5E-4 -0.2432 1.7205 -0.1433 0.6747 -0.0580 0.1170 
8E-4 -0.2488 1. 6512 -0.1362 0.8247 -0.0263 0.0383 
1E-3 -0.2297 -0.0907 COMPLEX 

Table 3: Gap and deviation pr. point of the fits from table 2. 

NoiseAmp 

0 
1E-5 
5E-5 
lE-4 
5E-4 
8E-4 
lE-3 

Gap 

5.8E+8 
7.4E+l 
7.7E+O 
5.6E+O 
5.5E-1 
4.0E-l 
2.3E-1 

Deviation pr. point 

0.000000 
0.000005 
0.000023 
0.000045 
0.000281 
0.000392 

The gap is given by equation (3.38) and the deviation pr. point is 

calculated by (3.12). 

Note how the values of the exponents and the coefficients 

deviates from the (7. 3) values with increasing noise amplitude. 

The routine works well with NoiseAmp < lE-3, but above this value 
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one of the eigenvalues becomes negative giving a complex exponent. 

The data constructed by Lanczos was generated by the same 

function, but rounded to 2 decimals introducing a noise amplitude 

about 5E-3. So in that light it is not surprising, that the 

routine can not give a result. 

Remark, that another run with the same noise amplitude can 

give quite different fitting results showing, that the fitting 

results are very sensitive to changes in the data. 

However, the routine can fit with two exponentials even if 

more noise is added and with quite good accuracy. The results are 

shown in table 4. For NoiseAmp s lE-3 the generated input data 

were the same as in table 2 and 3. Also the fitting result using 

the Lanczos data from table 1 are added to this table. The data 

generated by (7.3) with noise added are then well fitted by a sum 

of two exponentials. It illustrates the sensitivity of the fitting 

result to small change in the data. Note that addition of noise 

with an amplitude s 5E-4 gives the same deviation pr. point. This 

is because the data are generated by a sum of 3 exponentials, so 

even with NoiseAmp = 0 there is noise present. 

Table 4: Fitting off from (7.3) with noise term. 2 exponentials. 

NoiseAmp 

0 
1E-5 
SE-5 
1E-4 
5E-4 
BE-4 
lE-3 
LANCZOS 
5E-3 
lE-2 
5E-2 
lE-1 

Input data as in table 2 and 3. 

Gap 

8.0E+l 
8.0E+l 
8.1E+l 
7.6E+1 
6.3E+l 
5.2E+1 
5.4E+l 
1.4E+l 
1.2E+1 
3.1E+O 
3.1E-1 
4.0E-2 

-0.2304 
-0.2303 
-0.2303 
-0.2302 
-0.2303 
-0.2322 
-0.2297 
-0.2279 
-0.2301 
-0.2337 
-0.1614 
-0.1870 

2.0915 
2.0915 
2.0915 
2.0945 
2.0910 
2.0632 
2.0978 
2.6633 
2.1297 
2.0144 
1.8480 

-0.0912 
-0.0912 
-0.0913 
-0.0909 
-0.0913 
-0.0941 
-0.0907 
-0.0886 
-0.0864 
-0.0990 
-0.4008 
COMPLEX 

0. 4195 
0.4193 
0.4193 
0.4164 
0.4198 
0.4489 
0.4123 
0.4238 
0.3892 
0.4945 
0.7069 

Dev. pr. point 

0.000382 
0.000382 
0.000378 
0.000389 
0.000378 
0.000657 
0.000643 
0.002188 
0.002454 
0.006779 
0.021588 

The function chosen by Lanczos could have a special 

behaviour, so I turn to another simulation test. This uses the 

function: 

g(x) = -0.15 exp(-0.1 x) + 0.3 exp(O x) + 

- 0.015 exp(O.l x) (7. 5) 
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which is of the same form as the first difference function in 

(4.5) of the compensation voltage constructed from a set of 

realistic IC-constants and -settings. It is that kind of function, 

which should be fitted in the application for Philips. The results 

are shown in table 5 and 6. This time the noise amplitude has to 

be compared with g(O) = 0.135. 

Table 5: Fitting results with g from (7. 5) . 30 datapoints. 
15 x 15 .Hankel matrix. The McEwan-Zeiger algorithm. 

NoiseAmp b cl b c b3 c 
1 2 2 3 

0 -0.1000 -0.1500 -0.0000 0.3000 0.1000 -0.0150 
1E-4 -0.1024 -0.1438 0.0013 0.2947 0.0987 -0.0159 
5E-4 -0.1303 -0.1002 0.0131 0.2640 0.0870 -0.0293 
lE-3 -0.1034 -0.1368 0.0038 0.2914 0.0944 -0.0194 
2E-3 -0.1383 -0.1024 0.0071 0.2525 0.1016 -0.0152 
5E-3 COMPLEX COMPLEX COMPLEX 

Table 6: Gap and deviation pr. point of the fits in table 5. 

NoiseAmp Gap 

0 1.2E+10 
1E-4 4.0E+1 
5E-4 7.6E+O 
lE-3 3.7E+O 
2E-3 1.4E+O 
5E-3 7.0E-2 

Deviation pr. point 

0.000000 
0.000062 
0.000252 
0.000492 
0.001107 

Remark, that in this case the values of the exponents and the 

coefficients do not become worse in a monotonous way with 

increasing noise, but in a random fashion. However, the deviation 

pr. point is getting worse with addition of more noise. The gap is 

about 1, when the routine gives complex eigenvalues. With these 

simulated data complex eigenvalues were returned when trying to 

fit with 2 exponentials. This is not surprising, because the 

function g is a sum of three clearly distinct exponentials. 

7.3. CONCLUSIONS ABOUT ROUTINE EquiExpoFit 

From the tests above and other tests the following 

conclusions can be drawn. EquiExpoFit (and then the method of de 
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Groen) works very well with accurate data. When the noise is so 

big that the gap becomes smaller than about 1, the routine returns 

negative or complex eigenvalues of the system matrix corresponding 

to complex exponents. In fact this is not very surprising from the 

error-estimate of de Groen discussed in section 3.6. An important 

consequence is, that the method of de Groen is not giving a fit 

for all set of datapoints. 

The algorithms of Zeiger and McEwen and that of Kung give a 

little bit different fits. It is only in very few examples, that 

one is giving a fitting result and the other not. 

Groen has got test results of the same sort as above in [3]. 

Contacting him he has told, that it is the behaviour for large 

x-values (the tails of the exponentials supposing negative 

exponents}, which determine whether his method is working or not. 

But it is still an open question when the method gives a fit, and 

it what sense the fit is good. 

7.4. TESTING ROUTINE FVTFit 

The finished routine has first been tested on simulated 

datasets. The data of corresponding temperatures and control 

voltages were generated by program FVTGen. In every case 24 

datapoints were used. The start temperature was -32.0° C with 

steps of 5.0° c. The new settings on the IC was: 

K = lin_new 
0.188, K 

neg_new = 0.281, K = 0.248 
pos_new 

and the old settings 

K = 0.1868, K = 0.1852, K = 0.1928 
lin_old neg_ old pos_old 

The IC- and attenuation constants b, c2, A and T were 
TC chuck 

to the values mentioned in the 

0 T
0 

= 24.9 C 

end of 

and 

section 6.5 and 

A = 0.1965 
chuck 

set 

Finally the control voltage at T
0 

was set to 2.418759 Volt. These 

data are chosen because it is data from Exl in section 7.5. 

Different levels of noise were added. The noiseterm is given 

in (7.4). The noise amplitude, which is given in Volt, has to be 
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compared to the usual values of the control voltage, which is 1-6 

Volt. 

The deviation of the results are calculated as the maximum 

norm of the residuals in Volt under the condition that the 

deviation is zero at 25° C. 

Then both programs FVTTestl and FVTTest2 were applied to the 

data. The results are given in table 7 and 8. 

Table 7: Calculated new settinqs by proqram FVTTestl of the 
qenerated data mentioned above. 

NoiseAmp Gap K K K Deviation 
1 i n neg pos 

0 1.2E+7 0.1880 0.2810 0.2480 0.000002 
1E-4 7.1E+2 0.1878 0.2813 0.2475 0.005078 
5E-4 1.8E+2 0.1892 0.2775 0.2534 0.059639 
1E-3 6.3E+l 0.1816 0.2866 0.2325 0.140074 

For values of the noise amplitude bigger than 1E-3 Volt the 

second exponent, which should be equal zero, is bigger than ExpAcc 

( 0. 01) and settings are not calculated. The gap in the singular 

values is returned by routine EquiExpoFitO. For a more detailed 

discussion: see section 7.2. 

Table 8: Calculated new settinqs by proqram FVTTest2 of the 
qenerated data mentioned above. 

NoiseAmp Gap K K K Deviation 
1 in neg pos 

0 6.1E+6 0.1880 0.2810 0.2480 0.000002 
lE-4 4.0E+2 0.1884 0.2811 0.2483 0.001853 
SE-4 9.4E+1 0.1895 0.2816 0.2492 0.005582 
lE-3 3.2E+1 0.1801 0.2779 0.2421 0.026104 
SE-3 6.5E+O 0.1481 0.2639 0.2146 0.133131 
lE-2 6.1E+O 0.1818 0.2910 0.2259 0.207401 
2.5E-2 1.7E+O 0.0385 0.1036 0.0069 0.361035 
5E-2 1.0E-2 COMPLEX EIGENVALUES OCCUR 

Table 8 shows, that it is possible to get a setting .from 

FVTTest2 if the noise is less than around 1E-2. If we had chosen 

ExpAcc bigger than 0. 01 in FVTFit1 T, it has probably also been 

possible to get a setting from program FVTTest1 until this limit. 

With more noise routine EquiExpoFitO returns complex or negative 

eigenvalues. This is to be expected from the test runs mentioned 
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in section 7.2. 

7.5. TESTING ON REAL MEASUREMENTS 

Routine FVTFit has also been tested on 10 sets of real 

measurements received from Ooijman 1 Philips Components Doetinchem. 

They are denoted Exl 1 Ex2 1 ••• , Exl 0 corresponding to the chips 

N2_006_1, .•• ,N2_015_1. Settings, which compensate the variations 

within the wanted limit, were included. 

The results by using FVTFit on these real measurements have 

been negative. In only one case it was possible to get new 

settings as output (using routine FVTFit2). The calculated 

settings give a very big deviation. In all the other cases both 

FVTFitl and FVTFit2 were unable to make a fit, because 

EquiExpoFitO returned complex eigenvalues. 

To get more insight Exl, Ex2, Ex5 1 Ex8 and Ex9 (randomly 

selected) were studied carefully. The data in all these examples 

have the same structure, so only the results of Exl and Ex8 are 

given in this report . 
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Figure 4. The control vel tage of Exl. 
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The output file from FVTTestl on Exl is included as appendix 

D and the output file from FVTTest2 on Ex8 as appendix E. All the 

input data can be found there. 

We shall now follow the treatment of the data step by step. 

Figure 4 shows the measurements (corresponding temperatures and 

control voltages) • The drawn curve is a spline curve. Note the 

irregularities in the temperature range from -15° to +15°. 

0.4,-------------------~---------------------------------------------, 
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0 0.1 c 
~ ... 
c 
0 
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I'D 0 ::> 
$.. 0 41 
VI 

J:l 
0 

-0.1 

-0.2~rrr+TT~~~~~~~rrrr~~~~~~,~~~~rrrr~rr~~~~~~ 
-40 -30 -20 -10 e 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 

Figor~ 5. Observationfunction Q as a function of th~ t~mp~ratur~. 
M•asur•d t•mperatures are squares. Equidistant temperatures are circles. 

In figure 5 the calculated observation function Q is shown. 

Again the curve is a spline curve calculated from (Tj, Q(Tj)), j = 

1, .. ,24. Note that the above mentioned irregularities are more 

pronounced here. 

To be able to obtain new settings with FVTFitl the first 

difference function has to be calculated. The result is shown in 

figure 6. 
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The curve is the reconstructed first difference function. 
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Figure 7. The second difference function of Exl. 

The curve is the reconstructed second di.fference function. 
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By using Ooijmans values of the settings: 

K = 0.188 K = 0.281 K = 0.248 
lin_new neg_new pos_new 

the control voltages, which should have been measured if these 

settings fit the data exactly, is calculated as 

V (T) = (V (T) - V (T)) /A (T) + V (T ) (7. 6) 
c comp_new comp_old c 0 

The observation function and the first and second difference 

functions can then be computed. The curve in figure 6 is this 

reconstructed first difference function. 

The same procedure with respect to the second difference 

function yields figure 7. 

The irregularities in the control voltages are getting 

amplified in the first and second difference functions. 
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Interpreting the deviation of the datapoints from the 

reconstructed data as noise (which is not correct) gives a noise 

amplitude of about 0. 3 Volt which is clearly greater than the 

noise amplitude 0.03 where the test simulation in section 7.4 gave 

complex eigenvalues. Figure 8 shows the control voltages as in 

figure 6 but with the reconstructed control voltage added as a new 

curve. 

Figures 9 and 10 are analogous to figures 6 and 7, but for 

Ex8. The dashed curve is a reconstruction from the settings 

computed by FVTFit2. They fit really badly. The reason why it is 

possible to compute a fit for Ex8 is not clear. The gap in the 

singular values is 0.51 so it was not to be expected, that 

EquiExpoFitO should give a result. But when a result is returned, 

it has a big error due to (3.36). 
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Figure 9. The first difference function of ExS. The connected 

curve is the reconstruction from Ooijmans new set

tings and the dashed curve the reconstruction from 

the fit returned by FVTFit2. 
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measurements The dashed curve on figure 

because the exponents are obtained 

coefficients and the exponents 

coefficients are calculated from 

(2.14-15). 

by EquiExpoFitO supposing 

can vary freely, but 

the exponents by (4.6-7) 

7.6. CONCLUSIONS OF FVTFit 

0 

ee 

bad 

the 

the 

and 

Testing FVTFit on the 10 sets of real measurements gave a 

negative result. It was not possible to obtain new settings except 

for one case, where bad settings were returned. The analysis above 

shows, that (probably due to the irregularities in a interval 

around 0°C) the datapoints are too different from the fitting 

functions used to obtain a fit from EquiExpoFitO. 
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8. AN ALTERNATIVE 

The results in chapter 7 show, that the solution of Rusch can 

not be used to obtain new settings for the IC. The existing 

program VFIT NP computes settings. I have found an improvement of 

it by using the special form of the fitting function, which makes 

it faster. This is the topic of this chapter. 

8.1. THE PROGRAM VFIT NP 

The program VFIT NP originates from Cambridge, but has been 

modified by Ooijman, Philips Components Doetinchem. I shall in 

short describe, how this program works. 

The program finds new settings for the IC by calculating the 

object function 
m 

x4 :=I (Q(T > - v (T.))
4 

j comp J 
(8.1) 

(where V is given from (1.1)) in each point of a chosen grid 
comp 

in the parameterspace (consisting of the the possible values of 
K , K and K ) • lin neg pos 

The stepsize AK in the grid is an input parameter of the 

program. It is supposed to be the same for all three parameters. 

Supposing AK is in mV (milliVolt) the value 

Range := 200/AK 

is calculated. The first grid consists then of the points 

(Klin 1 Kneg' Kpos) 

where K runs over the values lin 

from (K - Range * AK) lin 0 
to 

in steps of AK, K runs over the values neg 

from (K - Range * AK) to neg_O 

(K
11

n 
0 

+ Range * AK) 

(K neg_O + Range * AK) 

in steps of AK and K runs over the values pos 

from (K pos_O - Range * AK) to (K pos 0 
+ Range * AK) 

in steps of AK. The initial value (in mV) is chosen to be 
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( Kl. I K I K ) = ( 2 0 0 I 2 0 0 I 2 0 0 ) 
1n_O neg_O pos_O 

The routine 

object function 

finds the point in the grid which minimizes 

given in (8.1). This point is 

the 

then 
(K , K , K ) in 

lin_O neg_O pos_O 

same value of Range, 

treated as before and 

is smaller than 1 mv. 

a new refined grid determined by the 

but with the stepsize t:.K/2. This grid is 

the process is continued until the stepsize 

4 x is used as object function, because the experiences have 

shown that using the sum of the 4. power of the residuals gives 

new settings, which compensate well, also with a quite large 

initial stepsize. 

Running program VFIT NP with t:.K = 20 mV gives a runtime of 1 

hour (on a specific PC). To make the program faster the initial 

stepsize is chosen bigger giving less points in the grid, but also 

greater chance for missing the minimum. Because there are three 

parameters the runtime will be of the form: 

T runtime 
= C m t:.K- 3 

0 
( 8. 3) 

It is proportional to m, the number of datapoints, because at 

every gridpoint the sum (8.2) has to be calculated. The problems 

are: 

problem 1: the runtime is too long for small stepsize, 

problem 2: the used norm is not the correct norm, 

problem 3: it is not sure that the minimum is found. 

8.2. FIRST IMPROVEMENT: FASTER CALCULATION OF THE OBJECT FUNCTION 

It is very time consuming to calculate the residuals by using 

(1.1) directly, because it has to be done m times at each 

gridpoint and it takes much time to compute a exponential. By 

using the property 

exp(x + y) = exp(x) exp(y) ( 8. 4) 

the calculation of the residuals can be made much faster. 

Suppose now (in the more general case) 

t:.K , t:.K and t:.K respective and that the 
lin neg pes 

the points 
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where 

K = K + n AK , n = 0,1,2, ... ,N lin lin_O 1 lin 1 1 

K = K + n AK 1 n2 = 0,1,2, ... ,N
2 

( 8. 5) neg neg_O 2 neg 
K = K + n AK , n3 = 0,1,2, ••• ,N3 pos pos_O 3 pos 

Given a temperature T and let AT := T - To. The difference used 
j j j 

in ( 8. 2) is: 

D(K
1

. ,K ,K ,T) := Q(T) - V (K ,K ,K ,T) 
~n neg pos comp lin neg pos 

The difference in the initial point can be decomposed as 

D(K
1

. 
0
,K 

0
,K 

0
,T.) = D

0
(T.) + D (T) + D (T) ln_ neg_ pos_ J J neg j pos j 

where: 
D (T ) := Q (T ) - b 0 j j C2 (Klin_O + K + K ) AT neg_O pos_O j 

D (T.) := b exp (K CAT.) ( 8. 6) pos J pos 2 J 

D (T ) . - -b exp(-K CAT). .-neg j neg 2 j 

Introducing 

0 (T.) := b CAT AK lin J 2 j lin 
o (T ) := b CAT AK neg j 2 j neg 

0 (T.) := b CAT AK (8.7) pos ) 2 j pos 

£ (T.) := exp (AK C AT ) pos J pos 2 j 

e: (T ) neg j 
:= exp (-AK C AT.) neg 2 J 

the difference in a general gridpoint is: 

D (K + n AK 1 K + n AK 1 K + n AK , T ) lin_O 1 lin neg_O 2 neg pos_O 3 pos j 

- n o
1 

. ( T .) - n o ( T ) - n o ( T . ) 
1 ~n J 2 neg j 3 pos J 

n n 
+ D (T ) (e: (T ) ) 3 + D (Tj) (e: (Tj)) 2 

pos j pos j neg neg ( 8. 8) 

This is a very useful formula when evaluating the object function 

in the grid points. It only requires additions and multipli

cations. 

This method needs more storage. The values of the 8 functions 

in (8.6-7) have to be stored for each temperature, which needs 8 
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arrays of length m (the number of measurements), but this is not 

serious because m is at most 40. 

An implementation of this faster version of VFIT NP is made 

as routine FVTFit3T, in which the procedure head has the same form 

as FVTFitl and FVTFit2. The testprogram FVTTest3 is needed to run 

it. 

The runtime of FVTTest3 on the same computer as mentioned 

above is 1 minute with stepsize ~K = 20 mv, i.e. the runtime has 

be reduced with a factor of 60. The object function can be 

calculated as x4 or by using the maximum norm of the residuals 

giving only slightly different runtimes. 

8.3. SECOND IMPROVEMENT: REDUCTION TO TWO LOOPS 

The biggest problem with the runtime-expression (8.3) is the 

third power of ~K- 1 , which prevents really small steps. The idea 

behind the following improvement is to remove the loop of K
1

. , 
1n 

because the dependence of K in ( 1.1) is linear. Consider the lin 
problem: 

Given values 

minimizing 

of K and K 
neg pos 

II (f(Tj) - b c2~TjKlin>;=lll 

where 11·11 is a given norm and 

Find a formula 

f(T.) := Q(Tj) - b exp(-K C ~T.) + b exp(K C2~T.) J neg 2 J pos J 

- b C ~T (K + K + K ) 
2 j lin neg pos 

for K 
lin 

( 8. 9) 

(8.10) 

If this is possible the routine does not have to calculate 

the object function for all possible values of K for given 
· lin 

values of K and K , but only for the one minimizing (8.9). 
neg pos 

Let us consider two possible norms in (8. 9), namely the 

square norm and the maximum norm. In the first case we define 

g (K ) : = II ( f ( T ) - b c ~T K . ) ~ 1122 

lin j 2 j hn J=l 

m 

= L ( f (Tj) - b C2~TJ.Klin) 
2 

j=l 
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The minimum of g is found as the unique zero for the derivative. 

It is a global minimum of g, because the second derivative is 

always positive. g has a global minimum in 
rn 

L C2AT.f(T.) 
. 1 J J K = ~J_= __________ _ 

1 in rn 
(8.12) 

b L (C2AT )
2 

. 1 j J= 

We only have to compute the denominator in 

initializing), so the loop of K. is replaced 
l1n 

(8.12) once (when 

by calculating the 

sum in the nominator, which involves m multiplications 

C AT is calculated when initializing) . The runtime is now: 
2 j 

-2 
Truntirne (squarenorm) = C

1 
m AK 

where C is of the same order as C . 
1 0 

(because 

(8.13) 

Next, we suppose that the norm is the maximum norm and define 

h (K ) : = max If (T ) - b C AT K I 
lin j =1. .m j 2 j lin 

(8.14) 

In practice h{K ) > 0 for all values of K . The graph of h is 
lin lin 

piecewise linear. The minimum for h is then taken in one of the 

points of discontinuity or in one of the endpoints of the 

definition interval. A point of discontinuity satisfies, that 

there exists j and k, which are different, such that 

!f{T.) - b CAT K I = lf(T) - b C
2
ATkKll'nl 

J 2 j lin k 
(8.15) 

If AT and AT have the same signs (i.e. AT AT i!: 0) to give a 
j k j k 

local minimum the two expressions in (8.15) have to be equal with 

opposite signs without taking the absolute values. Solving with 

respect to K gives 
lin 

f (T ) + f (T ) 
j k (8.16) 

b C
2 

(T j + Tk) 

The corresponding value of h is given by: 

f (Tj) (Tk + T
0

) - f (Tk} ATj 

T j + Tk 
h(K ) = 

lin 
(8.17) 

If ATj and ATk have opposite signs (i.e. ATjATk :s 0) to give a 

local minimum the two expressions in (8.15) have to be equal with 

the same signs without taking the absolute values. Solving with 
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respect to K gives 
lin 

K 
lin 

= f(Tj)- f(Tk) 

b C
2

(Tj - Tk) 

The corresponding value of h is given by: 

h (K . ) = 
lln 

f (TJ.) ATk - f (T ) AT 
k j 

T - T 
j k 

(8.18) 

(8.19) 

Because j and k can be swapped without changing (8.15-19) it is 

necessary to calculate (8.17) or (8.19) for 

(~) = ~ m(m-1) (8.20) 

different unordered couples of different temperatures to find the 

minimum of h and for the minimum K has to be calculated by one 
lin 

of the formulae in (8.16) or (8.18). 

Each calculations above of (8.17) or (8.19) need 3 

multiplications, so with this method we must do 2m (m-1) 

multiplications (one for AT AT) and m(m-1) comparisons to find 
j k 

the best value of K
1
in' while before mn

1 
comparisons did it. 

Whether it is going quicker depends on the relative values of m 

and n . 
1 

8.4. IMPROVING THE SAFETY 

As have been mentioned before in section 3.5 the landscape of 

the object function as a function of the parameters might vary 

wildly around the global minimum. Because of that it is necessary 

to use as the initial grid a refined grid as possible. 

An improvement could be to collect in each grid the n points, 

which have the n smallest deviations, and make refined grids 

around each of these n points in the next step. It makes things 

more slowly, but also more safe. The n points can be far apart 

from each other. 

This idea and the removal of the loop of K in section 8.3 
lin 

have not been implemented when writing this report. 
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APPENDIX A: 'rHE SOURCE TEXT OF SUBROtr:riNE EQUIEXPOFITl 

{$M 65520,0,655360} (** COMPILER OPTION TO HAVE A STACK SIZE OF 65 KB **) 

PROCEDURE EquiExpoFit1( 
y: VectorM; (* Y-COORDINATES OF THE MEASUREMENTS *) 

( * THE NUMBER OF MEASUREMENTS *) M: INTEGER; 
p: INTEGER; (* (p x q) IS THE SIZE OF THE *) 
q: INTEGER; (* HANKELMATRIX ***************) 
Algorithm: INTEGER; (* CHOSEN ALGORITHM. 

n: INTEGER; 
1: McEWEN-ZEIGER; 2: KUNG *) 

(* THE NUMBER OF EXPONENTIALS *) 

VAR Gap~ 
VAR Error: 

REAL; 
INTEGER; 
VectorN; 
VectorN 

(* THE GAP IN THE SINGULAR VALUES *) 
(* 0 MEANS OK - SEE BELOW **) 

VAR Exponent: (* THE EXPONENTS AND THE COEFFICIENTS *) 
(* IF A FIT IS OBTAINED ***************) VAR Coeff: 

) ; 

{PURPOSE: This procedure is fitting the datapoints (j,y[j)), j = 1,2, ... ,M 
to a sum of exponentials. 

**** INPUT: The M equidistant distributed datapoints in the vector 
y. It is supposed, that the datapoints are measured at the times: 
1, 2, ... , M. 

The size of the Hankelmatrix is (p x q). p and q must satisfy: 

P >= q > n, p+q <= M, 

The variable Algorithm gives the chosen algorithm: 
Algorithm 1: The McEwen-Zeiger algorithm. 
Algorithm 2: The Kung algorithm. 

The number of terms in the sum of exponentials is n. 

**** OUTPUT: The exponents and the coefficients in the sum of expo
nentials: 

f(t) = c[l]*exp(b[l]*t) + .... + c[n]*exp(b[n]*t). 

The vector Exponent contains the exponents b[l], ... , b[n] and the 
vector Coeff contains the coefficients c(l], ... , c[n]. 

The variable Gap is the value of the gap between the singular 
values number n and n+l of the Hankelmatrix, that is: 

Gap := (SingVal[n] - SingVal[n+l])/SingVal[n+l] 

The value of the variable Error shows whether the call to the 
routine EquiExpofit has been successful!. The following values 
are possible: 

0: No errors has occured; the call has been successful!. 

1: Illegal values of p and/or q, or M and/or n too big. 

2: Ill-condition in calculating the singular value decom-
position of the Hankelmatrix in routine Svdcmp. 

3: Ill-condition in determining the eigenvalues of the 
SystMatr in routine EigenVal (subroutine Hqr) . 

4: Complex or negative eigenvalue has occured. 



5: Ill-condition in calculating the singular value decom
position of the designmatrix A in routine SvdFitl (sub
routine Svdcmp). 

In case of error 4 or 5 Exponent[j]+i*Coeff[j] is eigenvalue 
number j for j 1,2, ... ,n. 

PREREQUISITES: Programs and routines using routine EquiExpoFitl must de-
fine the constants MaxP, MaxQ, MaxM and MaxN. It could be: 

CONST 
MaxP 25; (* (MaxP x MaxQ) IS THE MAXIMUM SIZE *) 
MaxQ 25; (* OF THE HANKELMATRIX ***************) 

MaxM 50; (* THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF MEASUREMENTS 

MaxN 10; (* THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF EXPONENTIALS 

They have to satisfy: 

MaxN <= MaxQ < MaxM and MaxP < MaxM. 

They must also define the types: 

TYPE 
VectorM 

VectorN 

ARRAY [1 .. MaxM] OF REAL; 

ARRAY [1 .. MaxN] OF REAL; 

*) 

*) 

Routine EquiExpoFitl uses the routines: 'Svdcmp', 'SvdSort', 
'EigenVal', 'SvdFit1' and 'Svbksb', which nearly all are 
from the book Press et al.: Numerical Recipes- The Art of 
Scientific Computing, Cambridge 1988. Small modifications 
are made. They have to be on separate include files. 

SOURCE: This procedure is made by Kurt Ramskov, Technische Universiteit 
Eindhoven, April 1990 as a part of a project for Philips. 

(************************* CONST, TYPES AND VARIABLES **********************) 

CONST 
AbsAccuracy = lE-8; (* LIMIT FOR ROUNDING ERRORS IN CALCULATING 

THE IMAGINARY PART OF THE EIGENVALUES. *) 

TYPE 
Matrix1 

Matrix2 

ARRAY [l .. MaxM,1 .. MaxQ] OF REAL; 
(* PHYSICAL STORAGE TO BOTH A (p x q) AND A (M x n) 

MATRIX: MatrixPbyQ 
MatrixMbyN 

Matrixl; 
Matrix1; 

=ARRAY [l .. MaxQ,l .. MaxQ] OF REAL; 

*********) 

(* PHYSICAL STORAGE TO BOTH A (q x q) AND A (n x n) 
MATRIX: MatrixQbyQ = Matrix2; 
MatrixNbyN IS PHYSICAL SMALLER THAN Matrix2 ******) 

DiagMatr =ARRAY [1 .. MaxQJ OF REAL; 
(* PHYSICAL STORAGE TO BOTH A (q x q) AND (n x n) DIA

GONAL MATRIX **************************************) 

ARRAY [l .. MaxN,1 .. MaxN] OF REAL; 



VAR 
U: Matrixl; (* THE THREE MATRICES IN THE SVD OF *) 
SingVa1: DiagMatr; (* THE HANKELMATRIX. U IS ALSO USED *) 
V: Matrix2; (* AS STORAGE FOR CALCULATIONS ******) 

SystMatr: MatrixNbyN; (* RECONSTRUCTED MATRIX M SIMILAR TO 
THE SYSTEMMATRIX *****************) 

OK: BOOLEAN; (* TRUE IF THE ROUTINE HAS BEEN WELL 
EXECUTED ELSE FALSE **************) 

i,j,k: INTEGER; (* COUNTERS IN FOR/NEXT LOOPS *******) 

SquareNorm: REAL; (* STORAGE TO PART OF CALCULATIONS *) 
Result: REAL; 
A: Matrixl; 

(************************SMALL HELP ROUTINES **************************) 

FUNCTION KronDelta(i,j: INTEGER) :REAL; 

(* THIS IS THE KRONECKER DELTA-FUNCTION **) 

BEGIN 
IF i=j THEN KronDelta:=l ELSE KronDelta:=O 

END{KronDelta}; 

(* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *) 

PROCEDURE Func(x: REAL; VAR FuncValues: VectorN; n: INTEGER); 

(*THIS PROCEDURE CALCULATE: FuncValues[i]:=exp(b[i]*x) 
WHERE b[i]=Exponent[i] IS THE EXPONENT OF EXPONENTIAL NUMBER i. 
IT IS USED IN THE ROUTINE SvdFitl. 
IT USES THE GLOBAL VARIABLE Exponent. **) 

VAR 
i: INTEGER; 

BEGIN 
FOR i:=l TOn DO BEGIN 

FuncValues[i]:=EXP(Exponent[i]*x); 
END; 

END{Func}; 

(*************************** MAJOR ROUTINES *******************************) 

{$I Svdcmp} 

(*PROCEDURE Svdcmp(VAR A: Matrixl; m,n: INTEGER; 
VAR W: DiagMatr; VAR V: Matrix2; VAR OK: BOOLEAN); 

{PURPOSE: The procedure produces the Singular Value Decomposition of the 
matrix A (m x n), where m>=n, that is: 

A == U*W*Vt 

where U is a (m x n) matrix with orthogonal columns, W is a 
(n x n) diagonalmatrix, and v a (n x n) orthogonal matrix. 't' 

means transposed. 

~EMARK: The matrix A is destroyed during Svdcmp, and the matrix U is 
placed instead of A to save storage. 

A message was originally written on the screen, if too many 



iterations is done. It is a sign of ill-condition. This is chan
ged, so in this implementation the variable OK is returned with 
the value FALSE and the procedure is abort. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *) 
{$I SvdSort} 

(*PROCEDURE SvdSort(VAR U: Matrixl; p,q: INTEGER; 
VAR W: DiagMatr; VAR V: Matrix2); 

{PURPOSE: The procedure takes the matrices u, w and v, which are the fac
tors in the Singular Value Decomposition of some matrix A, and 
sorts the singular values in non-increasing order. That means, 
it sorts the entries in w and permute the corresponding columns 
in U and V, so the system still is a Singular Value Decomposi
tion for the matrix A. 

REMARK: The procedure SvdSort can as input exactly use the output of 
procedure Svdcmp. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *) 

{$! EigenVal} 

(*PROCEDURE EigenVal(A: MatrixNbyN; n: INTEGER; 
VAR RealPart,IrnPart: VectorN; 
VAR OK: BOOLEAN); 

{PURPOSE: This procedure calculates all the eigenvalues of the real, non
symmetric matrix A (n x n) . The result is stored in the two vector 
RealPart and ImPart, where RealPart[i] and Impart[i] respective 
contains the real part and the imaginary part of the eigenvalue 
number i. 

REMARK: The procedure 'Hqr' originally write a message on the screen, 
if too many iterations have been done. It is a sign of a ill
condition matrix. In this implementation this is changed, so 
instead the variable OK is returned with the value FALSE. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *) 

{$I Svbksb} 

(*PROCEDURE Svbksb(U: Matrixl; W: DiagMatr; V: Matrix2; 
m,n: integer; b: VectorM; VAR x: VectorN); 

{PURPOSE: The problem is to solve a system of linear equations: 
A*x • b 

where A is (m x n), xis an-vector and bam-vector. In this 
situation m>>n, so in general there is no solution. The vector 
x, which are 'closest' to a solution in the sense, that x have 
least square norm, is: 

X := V*diag(l/w[j])*Ut*b 

where A = U*W*Vt is the Singular Value Decomposition of A. 't' 
means transposed. w = diag(w[l],w(2], •.. ,w[n]), and U is (m x n) 
and vis (n x n). 

This procedure calculates that x. 

REMARK: As input u, W and V can be used the matrices returned by proce
dure Svdcmp. One thing has to be done first: singular values 
(i.e. entries in W), which are so small, that you like them to 
be exactly zero, has to be set to zero to avoid big errors. 
:-his is done in the procedure SvdFit, which apply Svbksb. 



* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *l 

{ $! SvdFitl} 

(*PROCEDURE SvdFitl(y: VectcrM; ndata: integer; 
mma: integer; VAR a: VectcrN; 

VAR OK: BOOLEAN); 

{PURPOSE: This procedure takes a collection of observed data (i,y[i]) 
i = 1,2, .•. ,ndata, and fit them with the function: 

f (x) = a (1) *Xl (x) + ... + a (mma) *X (mma) (x) 

Xl, .•• ,X(mma) is mma basisfuncticns, which values can be calcu
late with the routine 'Func' defined before SvdFit (se below). 
The procedure then calculates the coefficients a(l), ..• ,a(mma) 
by a linear least square fit using singular value decomposition. 
The coefficient is in the mma-vectcr a. 

The designmatrix A is the one with 

A[i,j] = X(j)x[i] 

The singular value decomposition of A is: A== u*w*vt 
('t' means transposed). 

To calculate the mma functions X(l), ... ,X(mma) in the points 
x[l], .•. ,x[ndata] it is supposed, that the following procedure 
is defined: 

PROCEDURE Func(x: real: VAR p: VectorN; mma: integer); 
It calculates: p [i) :==X (i) (x) for i • 1, 2, .... ,mma, 

and returns these values in the vector p. 

*** Routine SvdFitl is using the routines 'Svdcmp' and 'Svbksb' 
from the same source. 

REMARKS: In the CONST-declaration is specified a tolerance 'tel'. All 
singular values smaller than 'tol*wmax' is set equal to exactly 
zero (wmax is the biggest singular value) . This is necessary 
to avoid big errors in routine Svbksb. 

VERSION 1: Only the coefficients are returned, and no measure of the 
accuracy is calculated. Some part of the original proce
dure 'SvdFit' from the source have been deleted. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *) 

(**************** STATEMENTPART OF PROCEDURE EquiExpcFitl *****************) 

BEGIN 
Errcr:•O; 

(***** TESTING THE VALUES OF p, q, n AND M *******) 

IF (p<q) OR (p<=n) OR (q<=n) OR (p+q>M) OR (p>MaxP) OR (q>MaxQ) OR 
(M>MaxM) OR (n>MaxN) THEN BEGIN 

Errcr:=l; 
Exit; 

END; 



(***** 1. CONSTRUCTION OF THE HANKELMATRIX ********) 

FOR i:=l TO p DO BEGIN 
FOR j:=l TO q DO BEGIN 

U[i,j]:=y[i+j-1); 
END; 

END; 

(***** 2. SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION AND SORTING SINGULAR VALUES *) 

Svdcmp(U,p,q,SingVal,V,OK); 

IF NOT OK THEN BEGIN 
Error:=2; 
Exit; 

END; 

SvdSort(U,p,q,SingVal,V); 

Gap:=(SingVal[n] - SingVal[n+l])/SingVal{n+l]; 

(***** 3. CONSTRUCTION OF MATRIX M SIMILAR TO SYSTEMMATRIX. **) 

IF Algorithm=l THEN 

BEGIN 
(*** THE McEWEN-ZEIGER ALGORITHM *** 

In this algorithm the systemmatrix is reconstruced by calculating 
the matrix M = S*Ut*Hshift*V*S 
where u and v are from the singular value decomposition of the 
Hankelmatrix (H = U*W*Vt- small 't' means transposed), Hshift is 
the shifted Hankelmatrix with Hsh[i,j]=y[i+j], and S is the dia
gonalmatrix, which are the squareroot of the singular values, that 
is: S[i,i]=l/Sqrt(W[i,i]). 

The matrix M is then similar to the systemmatrix. 
*************************************) 

(** CALCULATION OF S **) 

FOR i:=l TO n DO SingVal[i]:=l/Sqrt(SingVal[i]); 

(** CALCULATION OF Ut*Hshift AS A **) 

FOR i:=l TO n DO BEGIN 
FOR j:=l TO q DO BEGIN 

A[i,j]:=O; 
FOR k:=l TOp DO A[i,j]:=A[i,j]+U[k,i]*y[k+j); 

END; 
END; 

(** CALCULATION OF S*A*V*S AS M (CALLED SystMatr) **) 

FOR i:=l TO n DO BEGIN 
FOR j:=l TOn DO BEGIN 

SystMatr[i,j):=O; 
FOR k:=l TO q DO SystMatr[i,j) :=SystMatr[i,j]+A[i,k]*V[k,j]; 
SystMatr[i,j] :=SingVal[i]*SystMatr[i,j]*SingVal(j]; 

END; 
END; 

ELSE BEGIN (* Algorithm=2 *) 



(** THE KUNG ALGORITHM ************ 
In this algorithm the system matrix is reconstructed by calculating 
the matrix M = (I+ d*dt/(1-dt*d))*Uut*Ul 
where the matrix U is from the singular value decomposition of the 
Hankelmatrix (H = U*W*Vt - small 't' means transposed). Uu is the 
'upper' part of U (bottom row deleted) and Ul the 'lower' part of U 
(top row deleted) • d is the bottom row in U, and I the n by n iden
tity matrix. 
REMARK: dt*d is the squared norm of d, while d*dt is a n by n ma

trix. 
***********************************) 

(** CALCULATION OF THE SQUARE NORM OF THE BOTTOM ROW IN U **) 

SquareNorm:=O; 
FOR k:•l TO n DO SquareNorm:=SquareNorm+Sqr(U[p,k]); 

(**CALCULATION OF (I+ d*dt/(1-dt*d))*Uut as A**) 

Result:=l/(1-SquareNorm); 
FOR i:=l TO n DO BEGIN 

FOR j:=l TO p-1 DO BEGIN 
A[i,j]:=O; 
FOR k:=l TOn DO A[i,j):=A[i,j]+ 

(U[p,i)*U[p,k]*Result+KronDelta(i,k))*U[j,k); 
E~; 

E~; 

(** CALCULATION OF A*Ul as M **) 

FOR i:=l TO n DO BEGIN 
FOR j:=l TO n DO BEGIN 

SystMatr[i,j] :=0; 
FOR k:=l TO p-1 DO SystMatr[i,j]:=SystMatr[i,j]+A[i,k]*U[k+l,j); 

E~; 

E~; 

E~{IF}; 

(***** 4. THE EIGENVALUES OF THE MATRIX M, AND THE EXPONENTS **) 

EigenVal(SystMatr,n,Exponent,Coeff,OK); 

IF NOT OK THEN BEGIN 
Error:=3; 
Exit; 

E~; 

(** TESTING IF THERE ARE COMPLEX OR NEGATIVE EIGENVALUES. **) 

FOR i:=l TO n DO OK:•OK ~ (ABS(Coeff(i))<AbsAccuracy) 
~ (Exponent[i]>O); 

IF NOT OK THEN BEGIN 
Error:=4; 
Exit; 

~~; 

r-~ i:=l TOn DO Exponent[i]:=Ln(Exponent[i]); 



(***** 5. COEFFICIENTS ARE CALCULATED WITH THE LINEAR LEAST SQUARES 
METHOD USING SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION. **) 

SvdFitl(y,M,Coeff,n,OK); 

IF NOT OK THEN BEGIN 
Error:=5; 
Exit; 

END; 

END; (** PROCEDURE EquiExpoFitl **) 



APPENDIX B: !HE SOURC& !'&lCr OF THE ROUTINE FVTI'ITl 

PROCEDURE FVTFitl( 
VAR TVCData: 

NrTVC: 

Tchuck: 
Achuck: 
A_TC: 

C2: 
TO: 
b: 

K lin old: 
K_neg_old: 
K_pos_old: 

Tolerance: 

VAR K lin new: - -
VAR K_neg_new: 
VAR K _pos _new: 

VAR ErrorCode: 

TVCArray; (* CONTAINS MEASUREMENTS SORTED AT INCREA
SING TEMPERATURE - VAR-PARAMETER 

INTEGER; 

REAL; 
REAL; 
REAL; 

REAL; 
REAL; 
REAL; 

REAL; 
REAL; 
REAL; 

REAL; 

REAL; 
REAL; 
REAL; 

INTEGER; 

TO SAVE STORAGE *********************) 
(* THE NUMBER OF MEASUREMENTS *) 

(* ATTENUATION CONSTANT *) 
(* ATTENUATION CONSTANT *) 
(* ATTENUATION CONSTANT *) 

(* IC CONSTANT *) 
(* IC CONSTANT *) 
(* IC CONSTANT *) 

(* THE DEFAULT SETTING OF K_LIN ON THE IC *) 
(* THE DEFAULT SETTING OF K NEG ON THE IC *) 
(* THE DEFAULT SETTING OF K_POS ON THE IC *) 

(* MAXIMAL ALLOWED DEVIATION IN VOLT *) 

(* THE NEW, OPTIMAL SETTING ON THE IC *) 

VAR CheckValue: REAL); 

(* 0 IF EVERYTHING IS OK - SEE BELOW *) 

( * AN IMPORTANT NUMBER EXPLAINING THE 
ERRORCODE - SEE BELOW **) 

{PURPOSE: This routine is the main routine in the project "Frequency con
trol in crystals" made by Kurt Ramskov, Technische Universiteit 
Eindhoven for Philips, March-May 1990. 

The routine tries to find a new setting of K_lin, K_neg and 
K_pos on the IC to compensate for variations in the frequency 
caused by changings in the temperature. 

The measurements are given in the array TVCData, and it is a 
collection: (T[j],VC[j]) j • 1,2, ••• ,NrTVC of corresponding 
temperatures and controlvoltages, which keep the produced fre
quency constant. 

REMARK: The measurements have to be sorted with respect to in
creasing temperature. 

The variable Tolerance gives the maximal allowed deviation 
of Vcomp_new(T[j]), j = 1,2, ... , NrTVC from the data calculated, 
given the deviation at Tnorm • 25 degrees is zero. 

The rest of the inputvariables are physical constants. 

The output is the new setting K_lin_new, K_neg_new and 
K_pos_new, and ErrorCode, which specify if the procedure has 
succeded. The value of CheckValue gives detailed information 
about the error. The following values of ErrorCode are possible: 

0: No errors have occured during the procedure, and the maximal 
deviation is less than Tolerance. The maximal deviation is re
turned in CheckValue. 



1: No errors have occured during the procedure, but the maximal 
deviation, which is returned in the variable CheckValue, is 
bigger than Tolerance. 

2: The second fitted exponent, which should be zero, is bigger 
than the constant ExpAcc in absolute value. The method of de 
Groen gives a fitting function too far from allowed. Check
Value is then the value of Exponent[2]. 

>10: The errors have occur in routine ExponentFitO, and as Check
Value (if ErrorCode>11) is returned the gap between singular 
value number 3 and 4 of the Hankelmatrix. That value has to 
be >>1 else the problem is ill-conditioned. 

11: Illegal values of p and/or q, or M and/or n too big. 
CheckValue has no value here, because there are illegal 
parameter range (probably too many datapoints) . 

12: Ill-condition in calculating the singular value decom
position of the Hankelmatrix in routine Svdcmp. 

13: Ill-condition in determining the eigenvalues of the 
SystMatr in routine EigenVal (subroutine Hqr) • 

14: Complex or negative eigenvalue has occured. 

VERSION 1: The observationfunction Q is calculated at equidistant tem
peratures by interpolation. Three exponents is calculated from 
the FIRST differencefunction by first part of the McEwen-Zeiger 
algorithm. From them K_neg_new and K_pos_new are calculated. 
K lin new is calculated by linear regression. 

PREREQUISITES: Programs using this procedure must define the types: 
TYPE 

Data • RECORD 
Temp: REAL; 
VC: REAL; 

END; 

TVCArray =ARRAY [l .. MaxM) OF Data; 

where MaxM is the maximal number of allowed measurements. It 
also have to be specified as a constant. 

CONST 
ExpAcc ~ lE-2; (* THE ABSOLUTE VALUE OF THE SECOND EXPONENTS (WHICH 

SHOULD BE ZERO) MUST BE LESS THAN ExpAcc *) 

Tnorm 25; (* THIS IS THE TEMPERATURE, WHERE THE DEVIATION HAS 
TO BE ZERO *) 

MaxP 25; (* (MaxP x MaxQ) IS THE MAXIMUM SIZE OF THE *) 
MaxQ = 25; (* HANKELMATRIX *****************************) 

MaxN ~ 3; (* THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF EXPONENTIALS *) 

TYPE 
Vector3 • ARRAY [0 .. 3) OF REAL; 

t****************** TYPES USED IN ROUTINE ExponentFitO ******************) 

Vect Y"M 

Vect.o.c~ 

ARRAY [1. .MaxM] OF REAL; 
ARRAY [1. .MaxN] OF REAL; 



VAR 
Q: 
QEquiTemp: 
VeTO: 
h: 
TempNew: 
M: 

VectorM; 
VectorM; 
REAL; 
REAL; 
REAL; 
INTEGER; 

(* THE OBSERVATIONFUNCTION AT T[j] *) 
(* Q AT THE EQUIDISTANT TEMPERATURES *) 
(* THE CONTROLVOLTAGE AT TEMPERATURE TO *) 
(* THE EQUIDISTANT TEMPERATURES ARE: *) 
(*** Temp[j] := TempNew + j*h *****) 
(* THE NUMBER OF DATA TO BE FITTED *) 

HankelRowNo: INTEGER; (* (HankelRowNo x HankelColNo) IS THE *) 
HankelColNo: INTEGER; (* SIZE OF THE HANKELMATRIX ***********) 

Exponent: VectorN; (* THE ESTIMATED EXPONENTS *) 
Qnorm: REAL; (* VALUE OF Q IN Tnorm *) 

i: INTEGER; (* LOOP VARIABLE *) 
Help: REAL; (* TO BE USED IN CALCULATIONS *) 
T: REAL; 

(********************* SMALL HELP ROUTINES ***************************) 

FUNCTION VComp(K_lin,K_neg,K_pos: REAL; Temp: REAL): REAL; 

{PURPOSE: Calculate the compensationvoltage at the temperature Temp 
if the IC-setting is: KLin, KNeg and KPos. 

REMARK: The global variables TO, b and C2 are used in this routine. 
} 

VAR 
dT: REAL; 

BEGIN 
dT:=(Temp-TO)*C2; 
VComp:=b*(EXP(-K_neg*dT)-EXP(K_pos*dT)+(K_lin+K_neg+K_pos)*dT); 

END; 

(* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *) 

PROCEDURE Lagrange3(x,y: Vector3; xO: REAL; VAR yO: REAL); 

{**************** THIRD ORDER LAGRANGE INTERPOLATION ***************** 
PURPOSE: The unique third degree polynomium, which pass through the 4 

points (x[i],y[i]) i = 0,1,2,3 is calculated as the interpo
lationsfunction F. Then yO:=F(xO) is returned. 

VAR 
s,sl,s2,s3,s4,m,h: REAL; 

BEGIN 

END; 

m :=(x[3]+x[0))/2; (* m is the midpoint of the interval 
h :=(x[3J-x[0])/2; (* h is the half intervallength *) 
sl:•-1.0; (* scaled value of x [0) *) 
s2:•(x[l]-m)/h; (* scaled value of X (1] *) 
s3:={x[2J-m)/h; (* scaled value of x[2] *) 
s4:=l.O; (* scaled value of x[3) *) 
s :=(xO-m)/h; {* scaled value of the given xO *) 

(* THE SCALED VALUES MAKE LESSER ROUNDINGERRORS *) 
y0:=y[OJ*(s-s2)*(s-s3)*(s-s4)/((sl-s2)*(s1-s3)*(sl-s4))+ 

y[1]*(s-sl)*(s-s3)*(s-s4)/((s2-s1)*(s2-s3)*(s2-s4))+ 
y[2)*(s-sl)*(s-s2)*(s-s4)/((s3-s1)*(s3-s2)*(s3-s4))+ 
y[3]*(s-s1)*(s-s2)*(s-s3)/((s4-sl)*(s4-s2)*(s4-s3)); 

[x[O],x[3)] *) 



(* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *) 

PROCEDURE InterpolationQ(T: REAL; VAR Qvalue: REAL); 

{PURPOSE: To a given temperature T the value of the observationfunc
tion Q is calculated by third order Lagrange interpolation 
from the observationsdata given in the vector Q. 

REMARK: The global variables TVCData, NrTVC and Q is used in this 
routine. 

VAR 
j,k: INTEGER; 
x,y: Vector3; 

BEGIN 

END; 

(***** CALCULATION OF THE FOUR POINTS, WHICH ARE EQUALLY DISTRIBUTED 
AROUND T: TVCData[j+d] .Temp, d = 0,1,2,3. *) 

j:=l; 
WHILE (TVCData[j).Temp<T) AND (j<NrTVC) DO 
j:=j-2; 
IF j<l THEN j:=l; 
IF j>NrTVC-3 THEN j:=NrTVC-3; 

j :=j+l; 

(***** SELECT INTERPOLATIONSDATA TO VECTORS x AND y *) 

FOR k:=O TO 3 DO BEGIN 
x[k] :=TVCData[j+k] .Temp; y[k) :=Q[j+k]; 

END; 

Lagrange3(x,y,T,Qvalue); 

(* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *) 

PROCEDURE InterpolationVcontr(T: REAL; VAR Vcontrol: REAL); 

{PURPOSE: To a given temperature T the value of the controlvoltage Vc 
is calculated with third order Lagrange interpolation from 
the observed controlvoltages. 

REMARK: The global variables TVCData and NrTVC is used in this 
routine. 

VAR 
j,k: INTEGER; 
x,y: Vector3; 

BEGIN 
(***** CALCULATION OF THE FOUR POINTS, WHICH ARE EQUALLY DISTRIBUTED 

AROUND T: TVCData[j+d] .Temp, d = 0,1,2,3. *) 

j:=l; 

WHILE (TVCData[j].Temp<T) AND (j<NrTVC) DO 
j:=j-2; 
IF j<l THEN j:=l; 
IF j>NrTVC-3 THEN j:=NrTVC-3; 

j:=j+l; 

(***** SELECT THE INTERPOLATIONDATA TO VECTORS x AND y *) 

FOR k:=O TO 3 DO BEGIN 



END; 

x[k]:=TVCData[j+k].Temp; 
END; 

Lagrange3(x,y,T,Vcontrol); 

y[k]:=TVCData[j+k] .VC; 

(* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *) 

FUNCTION DeviationCalc(Klin,Kneg,Kpos: REAL): REAL; 

{PURPOSE: Given calculated value Klin, Kneg and Kpos this procedure cal
culate the maximal deviation of the measurements given in the 
vector Q from the compensationvoltage given by Klin, Kneg and 
Kpos. 

REMARK: The global variables TVCData, Q and Qnorm are used in this 
routine together with the global constant Tnorm. 

VAR 
MaxDev: 
AbsDev: 
i: 
DevinTnorm: 
Help: 

REAL; 
REAL; 
INTEGER; 
REAL; 
REAL; 

BEGIN 
MaxDev:==O; 

END; 

DevinTnorm:•Qnorm- VComp(K_lin_new,K_neg_new,K_pos_new,Tnorm); 

FOR i:=l TO NrTVC DO BEGIN 
Help:=Q[i]-VComp{Klin,Kneg,Kpos,TVCData[i] .Temp)-DevinTnorm; 
AbsDev:=ABS(Help); 
IF AbsDev>MaxDev THEN MaxDev:=AbsDev; 

END; 
DeviationCalc:=MaxDev; 

(* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *) 

PROCEDURE Sort(VAR x: VectorN); 

{PURPOSE: This routine sorts the coordinates in the vector x in 
non-increasing order. 

*******************************************} 
PROCEDURE Swap (VAR x: REAL; VAR y: REAL) ; 

{Swaps the values of x and y} 
VAR 

Help: REAL; 
BEGIN 

Help:=x; x:=y; y:•Help; 
END; 

(*******************************************) 

BEGIN 
IF x[2)>x[3] THEN Swap(x[2),x[3)); 
IF x[l]>x[2] THEN BEGIN 

Swap(x[l],x[2J); 
IF x[2]>x[3] THEN Swap(x[2],x[3]); 

END; 

(* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *) 



PROCEDURE LinearRegr(VAR a: REAL); 

{PURPOSE: This routine makes a standard linear regression to calculate 
a in: y = a*x + yO 
The x-values are the measured temperatures and the y-values 
are the corresponding values of Q minus the exponential 
terms in Q decided by K_neg_new and K_pos_new. 

The number of datapoints is NrTVC. The routine uses the 
global variables Q, NrTVC, TVCData, K_neg_new and K_pos_new. 

VAR 
x,y: REAL; (* THE DATA POINT *) 

SumX: 
SumY: 

REAL; 
REAL; 

(* THE SUM-VARIABLES ARE USED IN THE LINEAR *) 
(* REGRESSION CALCULATING K lin new **) 

SumXY: 
SumX2: 

T: 
i: 

REAL; 
REAL; 

REAL; 
INTEGER; 

(* INTERMEDIATE RESULT *) 
( * LOOP VARIABLE *) 

BEGIN 

END; 

(***** INITIALIZATIONS *) 

SumX:=O; 
SumX2:=0; 

SumY:=O; 
SumXY:=O; 

(***** CALCULATING a *) 

FOR i:=l TO NrTVC DO BEGIN 
x:=TVCData(i] .Temp; 
T:=x-TO; 
y:=Q[i)-b*(EXP(-C2*T*K_neg_new) - EXP(C2*T*K_pos_new)); 
SumX :=SumX + x; 
SumY :=SumY + y; 
SumXY:=SumXY+x*y; 
SumX2:=SumX2+SQR(x); 

END; 
a:=(NrTVC*SumXY- SumX*SumY)/(NrTVC*SumX2- SQR(SumX)); 

(* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *) 

{$I EExpFitO} 

{PROCEDURE EquiExpoFitO( 
y: VectorM; (* Y-COORDINATES OF THE MEASUREMENTS *) 
M: INTEGER; (* THE NUMBER OF MEASUREMENTS *) 
p: INTEGER; (* (p X q) IS THE SIZE OF THE *) 
q: INTEGER; (* HANKELMATRIX ***************) 
Algorithm: INTEGER; (* CHOSEN ALGORITHM. 

1: MCEWEN-ZEIGER; 2: KUNG *) 
n: INTEGER; (* THE NUMBER OF EXPONENTIALS *) 

VAR Gap: REAL; (* THE GAP IN THE SINGULAR VALUES *) 
VAR Error: INTEGER; (* 0 MEANS OK - SEE BELOW **) 
VAR Exponent: vectorN (* THE EXPONENTS AND THE COEFFICIENTS *) 

) ; 

lL~POSE: This procedure is fitting the datapoints (j,y[j]), j 
to a sum of exponentials. 

1,2, ... ,M 



---------- ------- ----- -------------

**** INPUT: The M equidistant distributed datapoints in the vector 
y. It is supposed, that the datapoints are measured at the times: 
1, 2, ..• , M. 

The size of the Hankelmatrix is (p x q). p and q must satisfy: 
p >= q > n, p+q <= M, 

The variable Algorithm gives the chosen algorithm: 
Algorithm= 1: The McEwen-Zeiger algorithm. 
Algorithm • 2: The Kung algorithm. 

The number of terms in the sum of exponentials is n. 

**** OUTPUT: The exponents (ONLY) in the sum of exponentials: 
f(t) = c[1)*exp(b[1)*t) + .•.• + c[n]*exp(b[n]*t). 

The vector Exponent contains the exponents b[l), .•. , b[n]. 
The variable Gap is the value of the gap between the singular 

values number n and n+l of the Hankelmatrix, that is: 
Gap := (SingVal{n] - SingVal[n+l))/SingVal[n+l] 

The value of the variable Error shows whether the call to the 
routine EquiExpofit has been successful!. The following values 
are possible: 

0: No errors has occured; the call has been successful!. 

1: Illegal values of p and/or q, or M and/or n too big. 

2: Ill-condition in calculating the singular value decom
position of the Hankelmatrix in routine Svdcmp. 

3: Ill-condition in determining the eigenvalues of the 
SystMatr in routine EigenVal (subroutine Hqr) . 

4: Complex or negative eigenvalue has occured. 

Routine EquiExpoFitO uses the routines: 'Svdcmp', 'SvdSort', 
'EigenVal', which nearly all are from the book Press et 
al.: Numerical Recipes- The Art of Scientific Computing, 
Cambridge 1988. Small modifications are made. They have to 
be on separate include files. 

SOURCE: This procedure is made by Kurt Ramskov, Technische Universiteit 
Eindhoven, April 1990 as a part of a project for Philips. 

(***********************************************************************) 

BEGIN 
ErrorCode:=O; 

(***** 1. CALCULATION OF THE CONTROLVOLTAGE IN TO *) 

InterpolationVcontr(TO,VcTO); 

(***** 2. CALCULATION OF THE OBSERVATIONFUNCTION 0 *) 

FOR i:=l TO NrTVC DO BEGIN 
Q[i):= VComp(K_lin_old,K_neg_old,K_pos_old,TVCData[i).Temp) 

+Achuck*(l+A_TC*(TVCData[i].Temp-Tchuck))*(TVCData[i] .VC-VcTO); 
END; 

(*~**** 3. MAKE EQUIDISTANT TEMPERATURES *) 

h:=O; TempNew: =0; Help:=2*NrTvc+l; 



FOR i:=l TO NrTVC DO BEGIN 
h:=h+TVCData(i].Temp*(2*i-NrTVC-l); 
TempNew:=TempNew+TVCData(i] .Temp*(Help-3*i); 

END; 
TempNew:=TempNew*2/NrTVC/(NrTVC-l); 
h:=h*6/NrTVC/(SQR(NrTVC)-l); 

(***** 4. CALCULATION OF 0 IN THE EQUIDISTANT TEMPERATURES *) 

FOR i:=l TO NrTVC DO BEGIN 
T:=TempNew+i*h; 
InterpolationQ(T,QEquiTemp[i]); 

END{FOR}; 

(***** 5. CALCULATION OF THE FIRST DIFFERENCE FUNCTION *) 

FOR i:=l TO NrTVC-1 DO BEGIN 
QEquiTemp[i):=QEquiTemp[i+l)-QEquiTemp[i]; 

END; 

(***** 6. FITTING THE FIRST ORDER DIFFERENCE FUNCTION TO 3 EXPONENTIALS *) 

M:=NrTVC-1; HankelColNo:=M DIV 2; HankelRowNo:=M-HankelColNo; 
EquiExpoFit0{QEquiTemp,M,HankelRowNo,HankelColNo,l,3, 

CheckValue,ErrorCode,Exponent); 

IF ErrorCode<>O THEN BEGIN 
ErrorCode:=ErrorCode+lO; 
Exit; 

END; 

(***** 7. SORTING AND CHECKING THE EXPONENTS *) 

Sort{Exponent); 

IF ABS(Exponent[2])>ExpAcc THEN BEGIN 
ErrorCode:=2; 
CheckValue:=Exponent[2]; 
Exit; 

END; 

(***** 8. CALCULATION OF K_neg AND K_pos *) 

Help:•l/{C2*h); 
K_neg_new:=-Exponent[l)*Help; 
K_pos_new:= Exponent[3]*Help; 

(***** 9. CALCULATION OF K lin BY LINEAR REGRESSION *) 

LinearRegr(Help); 
K_lin_new:=Help/(C2*b) - K_neg_new- K_pos_new; 

(***** 10. THE DEVIATION IS CALCULATED *) 

InterpolationQ(Tnorm,Qnorm); 
CheckValue:=DeviationCalc(K_lin_new,K_neg_new,K_pos_new); 

(~··y* 11. CHECK IF THE DEVIATION IS WITHIN THE TOLERANCE*) 

IF CheckValue>tolerance THEN BEGIN 



• 

END; 

ErrorCode:=l; 
Exit; 

END{PROC}; 



APPENDIX C: OUTPUT FILE OF THE LANCZOS DATA 

RESULT OF RUNNING ROUTINE EquiExpoFit2Test 

File: Lanczos Date: 25/5/1990 

Number of datapoints, M = 24 

DATA: 
1 2.510000 
2 2.040000 
3 1.670000 
4 1.370000 
5 1.120000 
6 0.930000 
7 0.770000 
8 0.640000 
9 0.530000 

10 0.450000 
11 0.380000 
12 0.320000 
13 0.270000 
14 0.230000 
15 0.200000 
16 0.170000 
17 0.150000 .. 
18 0.130000 
19 0.110000 
20 0.100000 
21 0.090000 
22 0.080000 
23 0.070000 
24 0.060000 

Hankelmatrix size (p X q) : 12 X 12 

Chosen algorithm: McEWEN- ZEIGER 

The singular values: 
7.684090 
0.184522 
0.012213 
0. 011242 
0.010246 
0.009271 
0.007676 
0.005504 
0.004453 
0.004205 
0.003795 
0.002431 

THE NUMBER OF EXPONENTIALS, n = 1 

The gap (Sing[n]-Sing[n+1])/Sing[n+l]: 40.64 

Eigt;.:,·values of the systemmatrix: 

0.826610 + i 0.000000 



• 

I ~ 

Result of running: Error = 0 

Fitting function f(x): 
2.986689*EXP(-0.190423*x) + 

Deviation pr. point Sqrt(ChiSquare/M): 0.025885 

THE NUMBER OF EXPONENTIALS, n = 2 

The gap (Sing[n)-Sing[n+l])/Sing[n+1): 14.11 

Eigenvalues of the systemmatrix: 

0.796206 + i 0.000000 
0.915229 + i 0.000000 

Result of running: Error ~ 0 

Fitting function f(x): 
2.663327*EXP(-0.227897*x) + 
0.423818*EXP(-0.08858l*x) + 

Deviation pr. point Sqrt(ChiSquare/M): 0.002188 

THE NUMBER OF EXPONENTIALS, n = 3 

The gap (Sing[n)-Sing[n+1))/Sing{n+l]: 0.09 

Eigenvalues of the systemmatrix: 

0.798046 + i 0.000000 
0.917898 + i 0.000000 

-0.329168 + i 0.000000 

Result of running: Error = 4 

THE NUMBER OF EXPONENTIALS, n = 4 

The gap (Singfn]-Sing[n+1))/Sing[n+1]: 0.10 

Eigenvalues of the systemmatrix: 

0.915673 + i 0.000000 
0.796222 + i 0.000000 

-0.187424 + i -0.736352 
-0.187424 + i 0.736352 

Result of running: Error • 4 

---------------------------------------------------------------------



APPENDIX D: OUTPUT FILE OF Exl 

RESULT OF RUNNING ROUTINE FVTFit1T 

Filename: Ex1 

THE OLD SETTING: 

K Lin (VOLT) : 
K Neg (VOLT) : 
K Pos (VOLT): 

Date: 24/05/90 

0.1868 
0.1852 
0.1928 

THE ATTENUATION CONSTANTS: 

Achuck: 0.1965 Tchuck: 25.00 

THE IC-CONSTANTS: 

A_TC: 0.00 

TO: 24.89 b: 0.5000 C2: 0.1022 

The number of measurements: 24 

Vcontrol at TO: 2.418750 

Datapoints: 

Temperature Q (T) 
-32.00 0.318558 
-27.00 0.189674 
-21.50 0.068753 
-16.20 -0.025967 
-10.30 -0.063913 
-5.10 -0.095834 
-0.50 -0.122097 

4.10 -0.130630 
10.20 -0.102931 
13.90 -0.091337 
20.40 -0.040730 
25.20 0.003027 
29.80 0.051722 
34.70 0.108549 
39.60 0.163998 
44.10 0.212756 
49.10 0.255963 
53.70 0.287339 
58.30 0.297568 
63.10 0.285317 
67.80 0.253941 
72.50 0.197370 
77.30 0.121052 
81.00 0.038096 

The equidistant datapoints: 

Temperature Q (T) 1. diff. 
-30.37 0.274707 -0.121565 
-25.44 0.153142 -0.104773 
-20.51 0.048369 -0.080509 
-15.58 -0.032140 -0.030243 
-10.65 -0.062383 -0.029785 
-5.71 -0.092168 -0.028670 
-0.78 -0.120838 -0.009676 

• 

• 



.. 

4.15 -0.130514 0.021917 
9.08 -0.108597 0.017869 

14.01 -0.090728 0.036761 
18.94 -0.053967 0.044269 
23.88 -0.009698 0.050460 
28.81 0.040762 0.056546 
33.74 0.097307 0.056335 
38.67 0.153642 0.054048 
43.60 0.207691 0.043899 
48.53 0.251590 0.034557 
53.47 0.286147 0. 011394 
58.40 0.297541 -0.013262 
63.33 0.284279 -0.034893 
68.26 0.249386 -0.061461 
73.19 0.187925 -0.083184 
78.12 0.104741 -0.125254 
83.06 -0.020513 

The gap: 1.15 

The real part of the eigenvalues: 

1.048621 
1.048621 
0.673486 

Error = 14 CheckValue: 1.154606 

• 

.. 



APPEND 'IX E: OC"rPt.:r.r FILE OF EX8 

RESULT OF RUNNING ROUTINE FVTFit2T 

Filename: ExB 

THE OLD SETTING: 

K Lin (VOLT): 
K Neg (VOLT) : 
K Pos {VOLT): 

Date: 24/05/90 

0.1676 
0.1750 
0.1696 

THE ATTENUATION CONSTANTS: 

Achuck: 0.3060 Tchuck: 25.00 

THE IC-CONSTANTS: 

A_TC: 0.00 

TO: 29.80 b: 0.5000 C2: 0.1022 

The number of measurements: 24 

Vcontrol at TO: 3.043323 

Datapoints: 
Temperature 

-32.10 
-27.00 
-21.10 
-16.40 
-10.20 
-6.20 
-1.40 

4.70 
9.80 

15.40 
19.20 
25.30 
29.90 
34.80 
39.50 
44.40 
49.30 
54.10 
58.70 
63.50 
68.10 
72.60 
77.30 
81.60 

Q(T) 
0.215618 
0.089608 

-0.007641 
-0.079514 
-0.122254 
-0.162281 
-0.177063 
-0.166607 
-0.153013 
-0.123351 
-0.098242 
-0.046352 

0.001064 
0.052890 
0.104757 
0.154632 
0.196912 
0.226120 
0.236355 
0.222908 
0.183436 
0.116379 
0.030184 

-0.078433 

The equidistant 
Temperature 

-30.58 

datapoints: 
2. diff. 
0.029174 
0.008020 
0.037996 

-25.62 
-20.67 
-15.71 
-10.76 
-5.80 

-0.013431 
0.033828 
0.021185 

• 

.. 



• 

.. 

• 

-0.85 0.003945 
4.11 0. 011135 
9.06 0.007958 

14.02 0.008879 
18.98 0.008759 
23.93 0.002815 
28.89 0.002215 
33.84 -0.003197 
38.80 -0.007332 
43.75 -0.012198 
48.71 -0.019563 
53.66 -0.026076 
58.62 -0.030574 
63.57 -0.031661 
68.53 -0.021074 
73.48 -0.043258 

The gap: 0.51 

The exponents: 

-0.14587566 

K lin new (VOLT): 0.1876 
K neg new (VOLT): 0.2880 
K pos new (VOLT): 0.1089 

The absolute deviation 

0.05516630 

Temperature 
-32.10 

Deviation 
-0.769420 

-27.00 
-21.10 
-16.40 
-10.20 
-6.20 
-1.40 

4.70 
9.80 

15.40 
19.20 
25.30 
29.90 
34.80 
39.50 
44.40 
49.30 
54.10 
58.70 
63.50 
68.10 
72.60 
77.30 
81.60 

Error = 1 

-0.601958 
-0.433049 
-0.340991 
-0.222557 
-0.187174 
-0.136821 
-o. 077835 
-0.048557 
-0.023507 
-0.012644 

0.000547 
0.007842 
0.008336 
0.003975 

-0.010803 
-0.038205 
-o .081162 
-0.142928 
-0.233749 
-0.348908 
-0.490945 
-0.655948 
-0.836716 

CheckValue: 0.836716 
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